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Research scientists, professional ecologists, at Utah State Univers ity a re
very much aware that the decis ions of today will shape the environment of tomorrow. They know that the env ironmental issues so prevalent in public conversation and the mass media will not be solved or erased by shouting rheto ri c,
or press releases. Instead, they must continually develop and apply ecologi cally
sound pr inciples to most effectively utilize and pro~ ect our natural resources .
Ou r scientists are inte rested in deve lop ing better methods for measuri ng
public opinion, educating the traveling public to the scenic grandeur of Uta h' s
national parks, controll in g vertebrate pests such as starlings and coyotes, an d
finding out why our dep leted ranges a re not "coming back". Measuring th e
chemical profile of a mountain stream, d iscoveri ng the secret of fragile dese rt
ecosystems, mak ing ranges mere productive of game and livestock, protecti ng
prairie dogs, climat ic planning, and low pressure fru it storage are some of th e
subjects discussed in this issue of Utah Science.
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AN EDITORIAL . . .

Ecology, environment, and
natural resource scientists
Prior to' 1967, a discussion of
ecOIO'gy would not have· attracted
. much attention outside a small circle
of biological scientists, and it would
have tended to' be technical and schDIarly. The somewhat larger number
of scientists wO'rking in applied fields
of natural resO'urces such as range
management, wildlife, and agriculture
were not recognized as ecO'logists.
They were s·imply relating their
branch of science to the management and productivity Df non-cultivated lands. These "applied science."
efforts were primarily of interest to a
small group of land users.
Today ecology is a household
word, and discussiDns of the subject
can and dO' attract large and exceedingly diverse audiences. Too often,
so-oalled ecolO'gical discussions deteriorate intO' emotional, poorly reasoned pleas against progre·ss, against
industry, and against development.
Routinely seeking to' stop dams, large
families, roads, and factories, many of
today's more· fervent amateur 00010gists have no positive suggestions to
make. Those claiming to be ecolo'gists range from strict pre.servationis,ts.
to anti"'pollutiO'n groups, farm com...
modity organizatiO'ns, and industrial
representatives. These people s'h are
only a loudly proclaimed devotion to
a good and liveable environment,
lwhile differing drastically O'n the
definition of that good and liveable
environment.

THADIS

W.

BOX

By 1971 , over 2,400 graduates had
been educated at USU in such varied
fields as Fi~heries Management, FDrThese are the prDfessiO'nal eCDlogists. estry, Game Management, Range
In Utah, a grO'up Df such scientists Management, RecreatiO'n, TDurism,
constitutes the faculty O'f the College . and Watershed Management.
of Natural Resources at Utah State
The Utah State University College
University. One of the oldest units of
its kind, the College. has a long his- of Natural Resources is now the fifth
tDry O'f service to the State Df Utah largest in the. United States and has
and to' the natiDn. The tradition one of the largest and most productive
started soon after the turn Df the cen- graduate programs anywhere in the
tury with experimental work on Utah's wDrld. Alumni from the institution
rangeland conducted by Ray Becraft. are managing close to, half of the reIn 1928 the first degree·s were offered sO'urces in the United States. These
in Range Management and Forestry. are· practicing ecolO'gists whose knDW-

o

U. S . Fo r es t Service
Laboratory

F

Coope r ati v e Wildlife Unit

LONG TERM SENSE
The main hDpe, for making long
term sense out Df the fu ror lies with
competent scientists dedicated t o' simultaneously imprO'ving productivity of
the environment and quality Df life .

•
THADIS W. BOX is Den" of the College of
Natural Resources.
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Figure 1. The "hub and spokes" of the College of Natural Resources
"wheel" at Utah State University.
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how will shape tomorrDw's envirDnment.
Meanwhile, the faculty at USU has
entered its second generatiDn. Such
stalwarts as Becraft, L. A. Stoddart,
and Lewis Turner are now deceased.
Others like Whitney Floyd and
George Kelker have retired. And the
specialties represented by today's 42man staff have been extended to
cDmbine basic fields such as animal
behaviDr, eCDphysiDIDgy, genetics, and
zoolDgy with applied areas of range
management, wildlife management,
resource economics, and tourism development.
USU's prDfessiDnal ecDIDgists have
CDme frDm widely separate geDgraphical areas and represent a great dive.rsity in training. But all these competent scientists live in Utah by choice
and are personally concerned with
solving her environmental problems.
Their assigned duties are split between teaching and research. Their
teaching efforts are geared to develop
managers and scientists fOor the husbanding of the West's natural resources. Their research is designed
to increase the goods and services
harvested from Utah's native ranges,
forests, and wildlands, while optimiZing long term environmental benefits
to all of the state's citizens.
LEADERSHIP

The faoulty of the College of N atural Resources has furnished leadership fDr several productive, inter-college programs at Utah State University. The Ecology Center, now
with funding in excess of $1,000,000
started with leadership from the College. The director came from Wildlife
Resources. The Desert Biome portiDn Df the International BiolDgical
Program is housed Dn the Utah State
University campus, with its leadership centered in the Range and Wildlife. Resources faculties. The Institute
for the Study of Outdoor RecreatiDn
and TDurism serves a rapidly grDwing segment of Dur economy. Its leadership developed in the Department
of Forest Science. The EnvirDnment
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and Man Program is under the direction of a professor of Range Science who coordinates work authorized by a large Rockefeller Foundation grant. Leadership for the Animal
Behavior Institute is centered in the
Wildlife Resources Department. The
Watershed Science Unit draws from
both Range Science and Forest Science Departments.
Individual prDjects unite ecolDgists
in different colleges. For instance,
when the black grass bug became a
problem on Utah rangelands, joint
research was started between the Department of Entomology in the CDIlege Df Science and the Department
Df Range Science in the Natural Resource·s CDllege. Cooperative livestock production research has tradi,:"
tionally involved the Animal Science
Department of the College of Agriculture and the Range Science Department. Resource economists from
the CDllege of Natural Resources and
Agricultural Economics coordinate

their efforts to sDlve many Df the economic problems of Utah.
REAL ECOLOGY

Some of the specific projects are a
far cry from the idea many people
have of ecology. But the· kind of work
being dDne at USU cDnstitutes the true
picture of ecOIDgy in action. The environmental issue·s that are Df prime
concern to' all of us will not be solved
or erased by rhetDric. Scientists such
as those in USU's College Df Natural
Resources will have to continually develop and apply ecologicaly sound
principles. What wDrks today may be
obsolete under future conditions. All
of us in the College of Natural Resources recognize the inevitability of
this truism. So we can't predict what
we'll be working on in the future .
But we can unequivocally guarantee
that we will be trying to' optimize the
quality and produotivity of Utah's
natural envirDnment as it is experienced hy the majDrity of her citizens.

WILDLIFE NOTES
Adult antelope have been
clocked at speeds up to' 60 miles
an hour and daY-DId offspring are
capable of 25 miles an hDur.

•
Cougar kittens spend approxima.tely twO' years with their morhers
learning the skills Df stalking prey.

•
The walleyed pike, largest member of the perch family, ~ets its
name frDm the large, glassy eyes
located near the top of its head.

•
Although the chipmunk spends
most of the winte.r underground, it
does not enter true hibernation,
awakening periodiCally to' partake
of its stored inventory of seeds and
nuts.

•

Whitetail deer have been seen
swimming five· miles out to' sea,
their air-filled hair affording them
considerable bUDyancy.

•

Unlike Dther native turtles, the
snapper cannot pull its head, legs
and tail into its shell.

The amount Df sunlight triggers
the hDrmone changes which sta.rt
breeding seasons for birds.

II

•
Because their skins cannot withstand sunlight, salamanders return
to water each spring at night to
lay their eggs.

•
The average weight Df the male
GDldeneye, a diving duck, is 34
ounces, while the female averages
27 ounces.

•
The water ouzel is an oddball
among sDngbirds. It walks under
water, swims with its wings, grips
the gravel with its toes, has scales
on its nDse, oils it feathers, builds
its nest on a ledge behind a waterfall and lives out its life along the
water's edge.

•
Condors range 100 miles Dr
mDre from their roosts in search of
food. Once. airborne, they SDar
with wings outstretched most of the
time.
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There is a ·difference between

saying and doing

Do actions speak louder than
words? This old maxim may be the
guideline of the future in outdoor
recreation research if the conclusions
drawn by a recent Utah State University-U.S. Foresl Service study are
any indication.
In the past several ye'ars, researchers throughout the U.S. have be,en
trying to decipher public feelings
about the concept of a satisfying outdoor recreation experience. CountIes,s man-hours have been spent conducting eLaborate surveys in which
every possible alternative to existing
recreation facilities and programs has
been dangled before the public. The
\ verbal responses to such offerings are
then tallied and cherished by recreation researchers as if such figures
held the secret of recreation resource management and p1anning. Unfortunately, such studies rarely attempt to' assess the recreationists'
abilities to' communicate their own individual wants.

Figure 1.
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H.

K.

HANCOCK

BIAS TROUBLE

Too often the questionnaires and
interviews that are used propose hypothetical situatiO'ns to which, at bes,t,
only hypothetical responses can be
elicited. Another weakness of this
kind of res,earch is its built-in bias,
which favors the more articulate recreationists. Many users of outdoor
recreation re'SOUfces, particularly those
of non-WASP (White Anglo-Saxon

Protestant) ethnic or economic background, find it difficult t'O respond to
such information - gathering techniques. As a result, their wishes and
opinions, which certainly me,rit equal
consideration, tend to' be neglected.
A recently completed USU study
compared what recreationists (in this
instance, a camping public) say they
want in the way of an outdoor recreation experience with what they dohDW they demons,trate their wants
through pe:rsonaJ choice. If a high degree of correlation existed, verballyoriented measures of public expecta-

•
H. K. HANCOCK is an Assistant Professor in
the Department of Forest Science.

liVes sir, this wilderness experience is what we're after!"
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tions could logically contin~e. to play
an important role in recreation resource management and planning. If,
however, the public was found to
state a preference for one type of
experience or facilitie.s, while actually choosing some othe'f, much of
the existing interview-queJstionnairebased information would be of doubtful value. In that case, reliance O'n
such re·search could result in a dissatisfied public, as well as the needless deteriO'ration of dwindling outdoor recreation resource·s.
LOGAN CANYON

The Guinavah - Malibu Campground in Caohe National Forest was
chosen as the study area. Its locatiDn O'n US 89, a major route from the
west and southwest to YellowstDne
National Park, as well as its appe,al
to Utah re.sidents, insured relatively
heavy and constant use. Two grO'ups
of campsites were chO'sen based upDn
their measured vege'tative characteristics. One grO'up offered sites with
various densities. O'f screening and
ground cover. The second group had
sites with relatively uniform heavy
screening and grDund cover. The
vegetation in the latter sites was to
be incrementally reduced over time,
and the effect of such vegetative manipulatiO'n upon site occupancy would
be measured. The first group CDntained individual sites that would CDrrespond vegetatively to all sites in the
se·c ond group at different stages of reduction.
The study survey spanned the entire camping se:asO'n, and nearly 300
heads of camping parties were interviewed using a 40-item questionnaire to measure their verbal reactions
to chosen sites. Behavorial respons·e
(site choice) was compared to stated
site preferences. And, when possible,
the de,gree of accuracy with which the
campers perceived vegeJtative cDnditions in the si.tes was also me:asured.
RESULTS

The results of the survey indicated
that:
1. The apparent attractiveness of
6

sites subjected to successive vegetative reductions was enhanced up to a
point just short of complete devegetation. By contrast, ne.arly 90 percent
of those questioned indicated strong
preferences for heavy screening and
grDund cover vegetation. BehaviO'r
obviously ran cO'unter to verbal preferences.

when they have a wide range O'f alternative·s from which to make ·a selection, a "go-slow" policy might be
advisable on the part of recre·ation
resource planners and facility developers. Future decisions may have to
be geared to a new rationale to' assure
optimum public satisfaction with our
limited outdoor recreation re·sources.

2. The relative density of vegetation within occupied campsites was
poorly correlated with the perceptual
evaluations of those respO'nding to
questioning (figure 1).

NEW DEAN
OF AGRICULlURE
APPOINTED

3. Although reported yerbal preferences and perceptions differed significantly from vegetative reality the
behavior Df campers appeared to
establish a bias for decre'as'ing vegetative densities.
4. Responding to questiO'ning. The
majority appe.ared to "see" relatively
verdant campsites regardless of the
level of vegetative reduction.
It was apparent that sparsely vegetated are·as in the first c1ategory of
campsites were not used as heavily as
areas in the secO'nd grO'up that were
subjected to' extensive vegetative reduction. The campers' choice of the
latter sites may therefore have been
in respDnse to evidences of recent site
grooming, rather than to vegetative
densitie,s per se. If so, similar site
treatment might be advantageously
emplDyed in areas of high camper impact with unexplainably low site occupancy rates.
THE IMPLICATIONS

What are the implications of this
USU study fO'r future recreation resource management and planning? It
seems that on-the,-scene O'bservations
must be considered at le1ast as accurate
a measure of public expectations and
preferences as the now-prevalent
questionnaire - interview teohnique.s.
These two methods should at least
be com;>ared in additional studies and
the results evaluated to' determine if
similar inconsistencie.s exist. If further work substantiates that what
campers say they prefer bears little
resemblance to what they choose

DOYLE J. MATTHEWS

Dr. Doyle J. Matthews, the new
Dean of the College of Agriculture
at Utah State University was appointed September 1971. Since then, '
he alsO' has been appointed Associate
Director of the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station.
Dr. Matthews was born in Libe1ty,
Idaho, and reared in the Bear Lake
area. He served two yeJars, 1945-47,
as a Combat Aircrewman in the
United States Navy Air Force. He received B.S. and M.S. degrees in Animal Science from Utah Stalte University in 1950 and 1951, respectively. His Ph.D. degree was obtained in
1959 from Kansas State University.
His teaching and re/search career
began in 1951 as an instructor in Animal Science. For 11 years he continued as Assistant, Associate and
(Continued on page 13)
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Answering questions about tourisma growing economic development tool
JOHN

D.

HUNT,

Over the years, problems of economic development and related employment and manpower problems
have been paramount in Utah's
growth. In a recent survey conducted
by staff of the Utah Board of Higher
Education, community leaders repeatedly noted that the majority of
their problems were directly and indirectly related to economic development.
Of course, one of the goals of Utah
State University research and educa, tion programs ha~ been to develop
and extend new and imprOVed techniques of economic development.
Some projec~s have been directed to
improving the' efficiency of existing
development and economic structure
while others have been devoted to
exploring new methods or realizing
virtually untapped potential.
Tourism, long recognized as a valid
economic development tool by malllY
states, has only recently begun to contribute to Utah. Utah's natural and
historical resources are becoming increasingly used for tourism. While
tourism development is not a panacea
for solving the economic problems of
all Utah communities, it can play a
major role in many communities and
counties.
In Utah, in contrast to many states,
economic development through tourism is not confronted with a poverty

PERRY

J.

BROWN

and

JOHN

of the resource base. Utah presently
has more national parks than all
states except California with which it
is tied. The change of Capitol
Reef and Arches National Monuments to N ationa! Parks has increased the number to five. There are
virtually no states in the United States
~hich can boast a quantity and quality
of basic tourism resource·s, comparable
to 'Utah. Yet, the current economic

H.

SCHOMAKER

contributions from tourism· are as dismal as the potential of the resource is
bright. For example, both Colorado
and Utah are visted e:a ch year by the
same number of tourists, yet Colorado
visitors generate $320 million while
Utah realizes only $64 million from
her nonresident tourists.
While Utah may not desire to build
a tourist industry comparable to that

•
JOHN D. HUNT is an Associate Professor in
the Department of Forest Science, Assista'n t
Dean of the College of Natural Resources and
, Chairman of the Institute for the Study of
Outdoor Recreation and Tourism.
PERRY J. BROWN is an Assistant Professor in
the Department of Forest Science.
JOHN H. SCHOMAKER is a graduate research
assistant in the Department of Forest Science.
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Figure 1. Utah's redrock country provides t·ravellers with a unique opportunity to discover and partially understand the geology of our pla1net.
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of Colorado, it has not even developed a tourist economy nearly commensurate with its tourist resource
base. Some will argue that the reasons for this lag are simply a lack of
capital, access roads, and facilities,
plus a too-shOort season. A more intimate knowledge of the problem,
however, suggests that inadequate
know-how and not understanding
how tourism functions as an economic developmen t tODl are more
critical to Utah's inability to reap
benefits.
In the mid-1960s Utah State University personnel recognized the importance of eliminating these deficiencies. Through various' research and
subsequent extension programs, the
University began to provide the tourism industry and othe'f interested
community and state leaders with the
information they needed.
An early investigation of Utah visitors suggested, amOong other things,
that tourists tended t0' plan rigid vacation itineraries before leaving home,
and .they wanted to' adhere t0' these
plans. Further, tourists like t0' sec
and learn new and different things,

and their spending habits are altered
from at-home patterns. The findings
of this research helped the state and
various ' regions devise effective advertising and information programis,
sh~d light on the critical nature of
access routes for some to-uris,t uses,
pin-pointed tourism modes,indicated
best loca,tions for accommodations,
and identified those activities preferred by the nonresident visitor.
These fint insights into tourist behavior and the tourist indusJtry generated numerous related researoh and
educ:1:ticnal projects. For example,
in 1967, USU, under a Higher
Education Act grant, initiated a program of training for tourist service
employees. The training consisted of
providing information on tourist behavior and attractions as well as instruction ab~ut more basic aspects of
tourist service·. During 1968 and
1969, staff members of USU carried
the training package to more than
4,000 service employees. Eventually
the training packages were "canned"
and are now distributed by USU and
the Utah Division of Travel Development to community and busine·ss lead-

ers for their direct use. During 1970
and 1971, groups from nearly twothirds of Utah's counties have utilized
the training packages.
As an off-sih.oot of this training
program and a direct result of USU
tourism research another training program has been developed and has
been ready fOlr dissemination. This
program, geared to community leadership and business management,
offers interpretations of research, case
studies of bOlth successful and unsuccessful tourist facilities and programs,
analyses .of environmental conflicts
and problems, explorations of touristgenerated social-cultural relationships, and the relation of tourism to
other important land uses.
Two recently completed projects
may prove particularly relevaIllt to
rural e,conomic development. An
analysis of tourist expenditure patterns throughout Utah has been used
in conjunction with the "central
place" theory to evaluate where facility development is most needed in the
state. The data indicate what kinds
of community characteristics, foste'r
. successful tourist enterprises. The
images of Utah residents, and of land
and climatic characteristics, as perceived by nonresidents, have been
identified. The results. indicate that
some existing images need to be
changed, while others should be reinforced if Utah is. to be successful
in developing tourism. The same perceptions hy non-residents are significant in achieving success in industrial
development.
In the fall of 1971, researchers in
the College began ·a unique study of
participation in outdoor recreation
activities by Utah residents. The basic
technique employed is; to provide a
diary on whidh respondents can record ,their recreation participation as
it occurs. Diaries. are soot to selected
households in all regions of the State
twelve we:ek1s' during the year. The
weeks have been selected so that an
equal number fall in eaoh seasonal
quarter of the year.

Figure 2. River trips on the Green and the Colorado provide adventure
for bo,t h novice and expe.rie·nced "river rats."
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Respondents are asked to keep
track of their recreation activitie!s for
UTAH
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1 week and then re·turn the diaries criteria were mapped on an overlay.
to USU. The basic data include the . On anDther overlay, a corridor 200
date of activity, the activity, the lo- feet wide on either side of the main
cation of activity, and the duration of trails was mapped. This reflected the
the activity engagement. In addition, prohibition in the Bridger Wilderness
questions are asked about wha.t kinds c.f camping within 200 feet of a main
of activities the' respondent likes most, trail, terrain permitting. By superconstraints on engaging in favored imposing the overlays, the data graphactivities, and what new kinds of rec- ically showed the number and locareational facilities the respondents tion of campsites.
would like in their area.
Although the main thrust 'Of the reInformation derived from this study search was to develop a mapping techshould help recreation planners de- nique, during the study certain asfine where and in what amounts pects of the physical carrying capacity
of wilderness areas became evident.
recreation facilities are needed.
A second on-going recreational A'bout 1 acre in 100 or 200 acres
study deals with wilderness and prim- is all that is available for campitive area planning and management. sites in wilderness areas. It was also
As more people use wilderness areas, noted that trail locatiDn seve,rely cuts
the areas' carrying capacities are ap- into camping opportunities. Many
proached. Carrying capacity of a trails pass along lake shores. Enwilderness area, the amount of use counters between users are thus inthe area can absorb without decreas- creased at these lake locations and the
ing its values, is determined by the perceptual carrying capacity is decreased.
\ user's perception of its wilderness
'J1he integration of physical capquality and by the physical characteristics of the reSDurce. The perception ability data and perceptual carrying
aspect of carrying capacity is being capacity data wiU allow wilderness
investigated by George. Stankey and administrators to better understand
Robert C. Lucas of the U.S. Forest the capabilities of their resource and
Service's Intermountain Forest and will provide a sound basis for management decisiDns. Findings in the
Range Experiment Station.
Bridger
Wilderness have applicability
Research in the USU College of
in
many
locations in the IntermOounNatural Resources is being directed
tain West such as Utah's Uinta Primtoward iden.tifying the physical charitive Area. If camping limitations in
acteristics that limit carrying capacity.
Recent efforts have centered on iden- these areas are exceeded, it is likely
tifying potential campsites in Wyom- that their primitive or wildeme'ss
character will be' dimini~hed.
ing's Bridger Wilderness. Camping is
A third study has bo~h basic and
common to all recreation activities,
except day use activities, that take applied research components. College
place in the wilderness. Utah State of Natural Resource researchers are
University researchers have developed attempting to design research tonls
a technique to identify potential such as questionnaires that will be
camping sites from aerial photo- useful in detennining wha.t needs are
fulfilled by different recreation activgraphs.
Development of the technique in- ities and environments. Development
volved three steps: Identifying the of these inSJtruments involves working
physical criteria associated with wi~h USU students, Logan townscampsites; mapping the.se criteria people, and recreationists in campfrom aerial phDtographs 'On transpar- grounds, along fishing streams~ or in
ent map 'Overlays; superimposing the 'Other locations.
'Overlays. The essential oritOOa for a
two-person camping party were found
tD be. 1,000 square feet of level terrain wi~hin 300 feet of a lake. These
MARCH
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The basic idea behind the study is
that people recreate in activities that
fit their personalities. The problem in
designing research instrument (ques-

tionnaires, etc.) is to find the right
questions to elicit accurate preference responses from recreationists.
Probably the mOost widely used and ,
thus far, mOost successful tourism research effort has been the continuing
comprehensive study of Utah travel.
Nonresident visitors to Utah are
studied throughDut the year. Roadblocks are established at sixteen major highway entrances to Utah whe,re
nonresidents. are questioned and asked
to participate in a state-wide study.
In addition, de-planing nonresident
airline passengers are' contacted at the
Salt Lake City International Airport
as well as the Cedar City airport.
This research project has probably
provided Utah with a better base of
tDurist information than that of any
other state. The methodology of the
study has been well accepted and is
presently being adDpted by five other
states. Utah State University just completed a cODperative project with the
universities of Colorado, Arizona, and
New Mexico to apply this method to
the four states.
This project keeps a quarter-byquarter accounting of tDurist characteristics, travel patterns, expenditures,
and other faotors. Data are available
for eaoh of Utah's counties providing
an account of the number of dollars
spent, accommodations used, and a,ttraotions visited. AU of this information is allowing Utah's counties to
better exploit an economic development opportunity. The need for econDmic development, particularly in
rural Utah, and the opportullity for
this develDpment through tourism are
great. Utah State UniverSiity's efforts
in tDurism research and extension are
geared to providing the knowledge
needed to realize the untapped

p0-

tential fDr developmen.t thrDugh tourism.
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RANGE PRODUCTIVITY
AND ECONOMICS
JOHN

P.

WORKMAN,

Range researchers at Utah State
University are primarily concerned
with the Dptimum use of rangeland
resources for maximum ' human benefits. Progress of several current research prDjects in the Range Science
Department are reported briefly in
this article. Sources of more detailed
information are footnoted.
ECONOMIES OF SIZE
Economists use the term " economies of size" to describe the tendency for average production costs to
decrease as the level of production increases. A recent study by the Range
Science Department indicates this relationship exists for Utah cattle
ranches. The study was based on cost
and return information furnished by
Utah ranchers running 50, 150, 300,
or 500-cow breeding herds. Although
costs per hundred pounds of beef decreased as herd size increased, none
of the fDur ranch sizes studied was
capable of paying all production costs
including 5 percent interest on investment. In 1968 prices, the 500-cow
ranch yielded a return of only 1.4 percent on total ranch investment. Even
if interest on investment were ignored
(as it might be by ranchers who own
their property outright), a herd size
of at least 226 CDWS was required to
fully CDver the remaining production
costs.!
Reprints of the journal article reporting
this work may be obtained by writing Dr.
John Workman, Department of Range
Science, Utah State University.

!

•

JOHN

C.

MALECHEK,

and

ARTHUR D. SMITH is a Professor in the Department of Range Science.
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D.

SMITH

GRAZING RESOURCES

RANGE MANAGEMENT

A re·cent cooperative research effort
by the Department of Range Science
and Department of Economics dealt
with the importance of grazing resources on federally owned rangelands . Results of the study, which
was financed jointly by the Utah Agricultural Expe.riment Station and the
American Farm Bureau Federation,
reveal that scheduled increases in fees
charged to ranchers grazing federal
rangelands will have adverse effects
on county economies of western states
as well as on the income and capital
positions of ranchers. The Forest
Service grazing fee base is scheduled
to be increased by $0.72 per animalunit month (AUM). The Bureau of
Land Management base will increase
by $0.90 as a result of a series of 10
annual increments initiated in 1969.
The scheduled fee increase will not
only reduce the ability of ranche·rs to
borrow money and to payoff existing
loans but will also result in capital
losses of grazing permit values ranging from $8,080 for 50-head Utah
cattle ranches to as much as $91 ,835
for 2,840-head Utah sheep ranches.
The scheduled fee hikes will also seriously influence county economies.
The effect of the fee increase in San
Juan County, Uta.h, for example,
will be a $16 million decrease in disposable personal income, which is
nearly 2 percent Df the tDtal county
income.::?

Increasing pressures for all the resources of the range will require
greater skill in the management of
our rangelands. We will need to
know more about the resource, and
we will have to improve the art of resource management. This will require
carefully organized research efforts
and clDser contacts with those persons
who, as individuals or as members of
organizations, make management decisions.

JOHN P. WORKMAN is an Assistant Professor
in the Department of Range Science.
JOHN C. MALECHEK is an Assistant Professor
in the Department of Range Science.

ARTHUR

2 Copies of Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station Cirrcular 155 which describes this
work in de'tJail may be obtained by writing
Dr. John Workman, Department of Range
Science, or Dr. Darwin Nielson, Department of Boonomics.

Conflicting needs and demands for
range exists between big game and
livestock. Two principal facets of this
problem are competitive needs for
forage and demands of the respective
user groups involved. Research efforts
have been directed tDward solving the
forage problem because the scientists
assumed that sDlving the second problem depended on understanding the
first.
Many people view sheep and cattle
as serious competitors of game animals on western rangelands, and advocate removal of domestic livestock
from these lands. Actually, grazing
use by domestic livestock, when planned and handled properly, may serve
to enhance the value of rangeland for
game animals. Study results have
shown that forage competition between livestock and mule deer, Utah's ~
most abundant big game animal, is
not great. However, in certain situations there can be direct and serious
competition particularly on big game
winter range, wintertime is an e.specially critical period for big game animals. Heavy and unplanned grazing
of these winter ranges by livestock
can have a serious effect on big-game
survival.
UTAH
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Even on these areas, however, substantial use by livestock can be permitted. The solution lies in the time
of use. During the early growing
season, herbaceous vegetation is more
attractive to. livestock than is browse
forage. Thus, up to. late June or early
July in Utah, full use of the herbaceous species can be made without
making inroads into browse forage.
If livestock are remo.ved before they
shift to brDwse, big game forage supplies during the following winter are
little affected. The result is high productio.n both of game and livestock.
There is also evidence that livestock grazing may actually be conducted in such a manner as to increase browse production and, hence,
big game numbers. The rationale for
this is that he,avy use of the herbaceous species reduces plant competition and reduces use of soil moisture
by herbs thus permitting the browse
species to make greater growth than
they wo.uld Dtherwise. The hypothesis
is being tested in a research program
just getting underway. Results of this
study should provide information
upon which better management systems can ,be based. Improved management will pro.vide two important
end products: high levels' of livestock

and game production and lessened
friction among range user groupS.3
RANGE NUTRITION

grazing upon the palatability of these
shru bs also is being tested. Researchers are feeding shrubs, fro.m the various treatments to. captive door and
observing their preferences. Plan-s, for
the coming year call fDr a more intensive look at this type of grazing
management. The nutritional responses of sheep grazing such ranges
in spring will be studied, in addition
to an in-depth analysis of forage
values for game animals under actual
field conditions.

AlthDugh rese,arch has prDvided
strong evidence that judieious spring
grazing of shrubs by livestock stimulates twig growth during summer and
thus inereases potential supply of forage for deer during the fall period,
the effect of such programs upon the
nutritiDnal value of this forage is, yet
to be determined. Research was initiated last summer to gain an insight
into this question. Cattle grazing on
shrubs (bitterbrush and sag~brush)
was simulated by hand clipping individual plants at various times and intensities throughout the summer. The
stimulated regrowth was harvested in
the fall (correspo.nding to the time
of heavy use, by deer) aIIld is' presently
being analyzed fDr its nutritional
components. This information will be
combined with data about how the
clipping treatments affected over-aU
fo.rage produetion to determine if
there is an alteration in nutrient produetion. The effects of simulated

Other research is concerned with
the behavior of dry cows on winter
range. Little is pres1ently known about
the response of range cattle ,t o the
severe winter stresses they frequently
encounter. Do they need shelter?
Would they use shelter if it were
available? Could portable shelters be
used to improve range utilization?
Questions such as these may be asked
by the cow-calf operator who is interested in reducing the cost of wintering the dry cow. Current research
is attempting to answer such questions. 4

3 More detailed information concerning
this work may be obtained by contacting
Dr. A'fthur D. Smith, Department of
Range Science, Utah State University.

4 PersollSl interested in these new research
efforts may contact Dr. John Malrechek,
Department of Range Science, Utah Stalte
University, for further infO'fmatiofl'.

RANGE COW BEHAVIOR

Figure 1. Current resea·rch at USU indicates that proper range management may assure high production of both
game and livestock.
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Behavioral control
of vertebrate pests
D.

Members of the Department of
Wildlife Resources who study animal
behavior, have primarily dealt in the
P3,Slt with basic behavioral concepts.
Only recently has their research attention been turned toward applying behavioral principles to solve specific
problems suoh as controlling vertebvate pests.
PESTS AND POISONS

Animal·s may be deemed pests if
they adversely effect economic interes'ts, human health, or aesthetic
values. And quite often the categorization of an animal as a pest coincides with man's disruption of a biological system that had been in a flexible equilibrium. As a result, the control 'Of such pests is a world-wide
problem. It ranges from vampire bats
parasitising cattle in Mexico, and rats
acting as a plague vector in India, to
starlings raiding food crops in Utah.

F.

BALPH

and

C.

V.

GRANT

NON-POISON CONTROL

Possible control techniques are
available to behaviorists. Most involve
combining and applying principles
from experimental psychology ~ ethology, and ecology to modify the behavior of pests rather than to kill
them. One technique currently being
investigated is bas,e d upon the behavioral and ecologioal consequences
of baiting pe.sts with a vomit-inducing
( emetic) substance. Animals that eat
such bait usually are quick to learn
to avoid the bait and the areas where
they ate the bait, and they may even
communicate their aversion to others
of the· same species. Essentially, the
process teaches the animals to stay
away from areas where they cause
problems. The degree to which such

a control method reduces the density
of the pe.st in question depends upon
the energetic cost to the animals of
emesis and of seeking alternate habitats, and the consequences of living
on those alternate habitats.
Comparable behavioral control systems already exist in nat,l.lfe. Some
insects contain emetic substances that
protect them from predation. A bird
that eats one· of the,se quickly learns
to avoid similar insects. After the· experience it is quite capable of communicating its. aversion to other birds,
especially its own young.
PROJECT STARLING

The emetic research pro~ects will
be designed to develop control tech-

Once classed as a pes.t, an animal
is subject to various methods 'Of control. Most such method~ strive for
immediate. effectiveness with the target species. For vertebrates, the control procedures: have o£ten relied on
quick-acting poisons. Recent events,
however, indicate that a growing se·gment of society objects to the use of
these killer toxicants. As a result,
more effort is being devoted to developing control measures that are·
compatible with biological sys.tems
and with public sensibilities.. It is in
this area that the USU animal lbehavioris'ts hope to make a contribution.

•
D. F. BALPH is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Wildlife Resources.
C. V. GRANT is a graduate student in the Department of Wildlife Resources.
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Figure 1. Starlings are a real pest in Utah feedlots. Perhaps emetic drugs
mixed with food pellets will teach the birds to stay away.
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niques effective with a variety o.f vertebrate pests. The first pro.ject is an
effDrt to. keep starlings away fro.m
cattle feedlots. C. V. Grant, a graduate· student in thr department, is conducting the investigatio.n with financial aid from the Environment and
Man PrDgram at Utah State University.
The starling prDject has several objectives-objectives that must b:: met
regardless Df the specie.s and specific
problem.
The first problem is to. select a fast
acting emetic drug that oan be co.mbined inexpensively with food pellets
witho.ut effecting their taste, has little
effect o.n other cO'mpO'nents Df the environment, and will nDt kill the birds.
Fo.rtunately such drugs do. exist.
The dDsage must be o.ptimized to.
have a strong aversive effe,ct witho.ut
incapacitating the birds. The duration Df the aversiO'n must be sufficient
\ to. achieve the desired cDntro.l.
Then, the amo.unt Df asso.ciation
the birds make betwe.en being sick,
o.r seeing Dther birds sick, and where
these events take place must be determined. The hope is that the. birds
will make a strong associatio.n and

completely aVDid areas where they became sick o.r where they saw other
birds sick.
With the abO've informatio.n, it
shDuld be possible to. develop a practicable contrDI pro.cedure. The procedure can then be applied to. feedlo.t
situatiDns fo.r evaluation. Ideally,
then, the researchers will eVDlve several alternate contro.l possibilities
alDng with a co.st-benefit projectio.n
fo.r each.
Since no. metho.d of co.ntrollihg
vertebrate pests is likely to. be. effective indefinitely, o.r fo.r all ,species, the
starling pro.ject marks the beginning
o.f a lOong-range program . o.f research
o.n vertebrate pests.
RANGE-RUNNING COYO'TES

A proposal has alre'ady been submitted asking fo.r funding Df a similar
prDject directed tDward cDyDtes. The
prcposed research is designed to. find
a practicable way to. eliminate or at
least discourage the coyo.tes' appetite
fo.r muttDn and to. reduce cOyDte populatiDns thrDugh behaviDral modificatiDns.
The basic apprDach Wo.uld be identical to. that used with the starlings.
The mDst effective drug and do.sage

wDuld have to. be identified. This
Wo.uld be done under "laboratDry"
cDnditions with captured anim·als.
In other preliminary, "laboratOory"
work, interactions between coyDtes
that have eaten treated sheep carcasses and those that have nDt will be
evaluated. Particular attention will be
given to. observing whether adults can
and do. teach their pups to. avoid sheep
"bait." Cost/benefit analyses will be
cDmpleted fDr any prDmising techniques.
By modifying behaviDr that destrDYs something valued by man, investigatDrs hope to. remDve some animal species frDm "pest" categorizatiDn withDut simultaneously destroying them.

NEW AG DEAN
(Continued from page 6)

Professor Df Animal Science. He
taught animal pro.ductiDn and meat
CDurses and cDached successful livestDck judging te'ams from 1952 until
1957. His research he1ped develDp
open-faced Rambouillet s.heep. He
studied pre-slaughter treatment upon
meat quality in beef and worked with
, performance. and progeny testing as
tDDls to livestock imprDve.ment.
He served 4 years as ExtensiDn
Livestock Specialist fDr Utah and 5
years in the College o.f Agriculture
Dean's Office as Assistant and Associate Dean before. being appointed
as Dean.
He is still widely sought as a judge
Df livestock and points wilth pride to

Figure 2.

USU researchers are observing coyotes trying to find a behavioral way to discourage their appetite for mutton and reduce their
populations.
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hundreds of successful young people
he helped to train. He feels there is
sDmething bas.ic about agricultural
training and experience which bring
IDgic and perspective to' people's ways
Df thinking, and has. deep respect for
thDSe. who support the high standard
Df living in this nation with their prDduction skill.
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T ·H E PLANT ECOLOGY
OF UTAH'S DESERT RANGELANDS
MARTYN

About 45 pe.rcent of the land area
of Utah is desert rangeland with less
than 10 inches O'f annual rainfall. Although these ranges may appear nearly barren to the casual traveler, they
provide important forage for much of
Utah's livestock industry, particularly
during the winter months. In additiO'n, recreational interests are exerting an increasing demand on these
lands.
Prior to the 1930s, most Df Utah's
desert ranges suffered from intensive,
unmanaged livestock use. Depleted
readily eaten vegetal cover allDwed a
rapid expansiDn by less desirable,
weedy species. Improved productivity
of these' lands will be gained only
when we have a better understanding
of the des.ert envirDnment and the
plants that grow there. Studies conducted by the Range Science Department at Utah State University . have
been helping t'O define these fragile
ecosystems and how much use they
can withstand.

M.

CALDWELL

and

NEIL

PLANT PROBLEMS

Plants living in Utah's deserts must
be adapted to the rigorous environment. Temperatures O'f the leaves
may exceed 100°F in the summer and
plummet to -25 °F in the winter
months. SO'ils can be excessively dry
and often contain very high 81alt concentrations which further contribute
to the drying effect that roots must
O'vercome. In many places, borO'n
concentrations are much higher than
mO'st agricultural crop species can
tolerate, while other plant nutrients
may be in exceedingly short supply.
The desert soil seems generally tOo be
very sterile and not endowed with the
humus Dr Drganic matter that is so
necessary fDr most plants.
Despite the rigO'rous physical envirO'nment, native species do thrive in
the desert, although their annual increments of growth certainly are limited. Early livestockmen used these
desert ranges more intens.ively than
the plants could toJe.rate. The plant

E.

WEST

composition 'Of the deserts· changed,
with many less desirable species such
as shadscale and greasewood becoming increasingly prominent at the exp~nse of the more palatalble species
such as winterfat and the dropseed
grasses. The noxious halDgeton and
Russian thistle were accidentally introduced, and spread intD areas that
had undergO'ne disturbance, largely by
overgflazing.
SHADSCALE'S ADVANTAGE
Utah's desert ranges have been slow
to recover from their years O'f abuse.
Even though some O'f Dur most desirable and palatable species are certainly hardy and well adapted to the
desert envirO'nment, they have not
automatically returned when heavy
grazing ceased. USU ecologis.ts have
been trying to discover the reasons
for this regrettable lack of re-establishment. In the process, de~irable
species such as winterfat are compared ~ith an aggressive species such
as shadscale (which is currently increasing in acreage). These comparisons demO'nstrated a number Df interesting differences: Shadscale and a
number of the other ·aggressive desert
species possess a specialized physiological system for photosynthesis.
Furthermore', shad scale is able to COD- ~
tinue photosynthesis late into the f.all
while winterfat stops photosynthesizing as early as July Dr August. Since
photosynthesis is the process whereby
plants make food fDr themselves,

•
Figure 1. Overgrazing prior to the 1930s severely reduced desirable plant
species that have since failed to reestablish themselves. Researchers are
finding out why.
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MARTYN M. CALDWELL is an Assistant Profes=or in the Department of Range Science.
NEIL E. WEST is an Associate Professor in the
Department of Range Science.
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the. des,ert plants is revealing that the
success and establishment of seedlings
is extremely poor. Shadsoale consistently produces more seed than winterfat. In addition, winterfat seed must
germinate wi,thin the year after it is
NITROGEN SOURCE
Both shadscale and winterfat have shed becaus·e it loses its viability after
very high protein contents in the foli- that. Shad scale seed, on the other
age. Amazingly, forage from either hand, has tough bracts that must
of these species contains about as wea ther several years before they
much protein as does alfalfa hay. germinate. This tends to assure a
And yet, the desert soils have very supply of viable shadscale seed whenlittle available nitrogen, which is the ever good germina.tion conditions
prinoipal building block of protein. occur. From 500 good seeds proWe are finding that, in many desert duced by either species, only one or
areas available nitrogen for these two individual seedlings will survive
higher plants comes from small, free- past the third year. This poor se,edliving algae and lichens that inhabit ling survival afflicts both snadscale
the desert soil sUlface. These greenish and winterfat, however, the greater
or black, crust-like.-micro..plants seem chances of germination in a favorable
to vary in their ability to provide year for shadsc,ale puts the odds in
available ni.trogen. Lichens and algae its favor. Since the survival and estabassociated with shadscale areas seem lishment of seedlings is S'O limited in
better able to make nitrogen available the desert, the potential for re-estabthan do lichens and algae in winte:rlat · lishment of destroyed communities is
are·as. Furthermore, the severe tramp- exceedingly poor. Few prospects exist
ling associated with heavy grazing for artificially seeding the drier and
may disrupt and reduce the amount of saltier of these ranges, therefore, we
these inconspicuous, yet essential can only encourage Mother Nature
to do her best under the circumplants.
stances.
shadSicale seems to have a great advantage over a plant like winterfat
which has the normal photosynthetic
system.

WATER SUPPLY

Much of the year's supply of moisture for Utah's deserts comes during
the winter months in the form of
snow. Since strong winds usually accompany the.se winter storms., the distribution of sniOW is far from even
throughout the desert. Snow surveys
conducted during the last few years
indicate that taller desert shrubs such
as sagebrush and shadscale act as
effective snow traps that allow several inches accumulation of snow.
By contrast, areas covered with lower
growing plants such as winterfat and
nuttall's saltsage are often blown clean
of any snow cover. Since· moisture is
a limiting factor for the growth of
these desert shrubs, the added balance
of winter moisture in the favor of
shadscale and sagebrush and at the
expense of winterfat could contribute
to the greater success of the lcss desirable shrubs.
SEED SURVIVAL

Detailed studies of reproduction in
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of these areas. With past and continuing ecological research efforts, we
hope to be better able to guide management practices to sustain or improve productivity of the.se vast and
extremely fragiJ.e ecosystems.

ASSOCIATE DEAN
OF AGRICULTURE
APPOINTED

SHRUB PATTERNS

The relative quality or the pas.t history of many rangelands can he estimated by using the composition of
species as indicators. In desert areas
however, the procedure is less effec~
tive. since so very few species can survive in these environments. Therefore, a new a.pproach has been devised. Desert ranges in relatively good
condition have their plants more regularly spaced out, utilizing all the
available soil moislture ·and nutrients.
Existing patterns of shrub arran.gement may therefore provide indications of past disturbances. To facilitate surveying larger areas of desert
rangelands we are currently testing
the fe'asihility of low level aerial
photographic techniques.
Many basic questions have recently
been answered concerning ecological
relationships in Utah desert rangelands. Many more questions. and problems arc yet to be resolved, however.
before we will have a sound, com~
prehcnsive ecological understanding

KEITH R. ALLRE-D

Dr. Keith Reid Allred, professor of
plant science, Utah State University,
has been appointed Associate Dean
for Resident Ins.truction. He is serving with Dr. Do'yle J. Matthews, Dean,
and Dr. C. Dennis Funk, Associalte
Dean for Extension. In this new assignment Dr. Allred is devoting half
time to administration of instruction
in the overall college program and
half time. to teaching plant science.
Dr. Allred was born February 19,
1925 in Sprin.g City, Utah. He received the B.S. degree from Brigham
Young University in 1951 and his
Ph.D. from Cornell University in
1955, majoring in crop physiology.
He then served as research associate
for 1 year and assislt ant director of
research for 2 years with the Cooperative Grange Le'ague Federation
Exchange Incorporated at Ithaca,
(Continued on page 21 )
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What other people think we are, is
sometimes more important than what
we know we are. That's because they
will react to what they think rather
than to what we know. Unfortunately,
the same truism seems to hold for
states.
Reseiarch cDmpleted in 1970 indicates that people living in various
parts of the United States don't necessarily visualize Utah as it really exists.
People in five geographic regions were
sampled, with a specific urban area
in each regiDn chosen at randDm for
detailed questioning. Region 1 was
represented by Rochester, New York;
Region 2 by Cleveland, Ohio; Region
3 by Des Moines, Iowa; Region 4 by
Phoenix, Arizona; and Region 5 by
Fresno, California. A total Df 4,000
families living in and around these
cities were asked to complete questionnaires about Utah, Colorado,
Wyoming, and Montana.
1

The general areas covered by · the
questionnaires added up to a fairly
detailed "image" of each state as seen
by potential tDurists. The families
that were queried were asked to rank
their impre,ssiDns of: average annual
family income; land usage patterns;
political tendencies; receptiveness of
local residents to Dut-of-state visitors;
overall progressiveness of residents;
amount of winter snow; summer temperatures; and impressiveness of
cities, national parks and forests,
camping, skiing, etc. Each of 16 specific categories was considered a major
variable, and responses from each region were summarized for each variable. The overall regional "images"
were then oompared.
ApparentIy, regardless of whether
they ever actually visited the state,
people from all the regions have
somehow acquired similar impressions of Utah and her citizens. The
regional results were in general agree16

others see us
D.

HUNT

and

LOIS

M.

ment about 13 of the 16 major variables used to describe Utah.
According to results from the completed questionnaires, Utah is believed to be inhabited by people who
have annual incomes below the national average and are relatively CDnservative in their political tendencies.
Utahan"s are considered only slightly
receptive to vacationers from other
states.
About 45 percent of the families
that completed the questionnaires indicated that Utah residents 10Dk and
dress like "average" U.S. citizens.
But 38 percent picked one or the
other austere, "pioneer" image as
typical of today's Utahan. Apparently Utah is perceived by many as not
yet fully entering the 20th century.
By contrast, resident} of Colorado
were believed most1ly up to date in
dress, with cDwboys predominating
in Wyoming, and COWbDYS and farmers being a majDrity in Montana.
In answering questions about the
state itself, most families visualized
Utah as largely desert. But quite a
few from each region picked farm
crop land, or mountains, or grass and
rangeland as predominating. The
cities of Utah were believed tD be impressive. Utah was considered to receive much to moderate winter snow,
but still significantly less than the
other states. Though most of those
queried thought Utah to be relativelly
hot, the Phoenix, Arizona families
envisioned Utah as being considerably cooler than Colorado, Wyoming
or Montana.

•
JOHN D. HUNT is an Associate Professor in
the Department of Forest Science, Assistant
Dean of the College of Natural Resources
and Chairman of the Institute for the Study
of Outdo,r Recreation and Tourism.
LOIS M. COX is a Science Writer, University
Research.

COX

When it came to the recreational
features , Utah's (non-specified) national parks were generally considered impressive, but less so than those
in' the other three states. The same
rating held for Utah national forests .
Recreational activities such as
camping, - fishing, and s.kiing were
ranked between "no impression" and
"impressive." And in virtually all
cases, the cDmpIeited questiDnnaires
indicated that Utah's offerings in these
categories were believed tD be less
impressive than thDs'e in the other
three wes.tern states. Sightseeing, for
some unknown reason, was an exception and was ranked as impressive in
Utah, although less so than in Colorado. By cDntras.t, most of the families queried dropped skiing intD the
lowest slot, both within Utah and relative to comparable recreation offered
by the other three states.
The regional returns differed in
their ranking Df huntJing in Utah. Regions 1, 2, and 3 placed hunting in
the same category as fishing, rellatively non-impressive. But questionnaires from Phoenix and from Fresno
had Utah 'hunting rated as relativelly
impressive.
Unfortunately for tho.se interested
in prDmDting tourism in Utah, the majority of families from all the regions
agreed in ranking Utah fDurth among
four as a "preferred vacation destination." Apparently, potential visitors
to the mountain sltates are intrigued
and attracted by what they believe
Colorado (but not Uta.h) has in
abundance:
mountains, beautiful
scenery, snow for skiing, and progressive, friendly citizens. Utah will
draw her fair share of mDuntain
states' touri~ts only if she can correct
some of their existing misconceptions.
If potential tourists are helped toward a more accurate image of Utah,
they'll be less likely to. rank her fourth
among four.
UTAH
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Desert Biome Research Program
Mapping an Ecosystem
FREDERIC

H.

WAGNER

not flourish in healthy sagebrush or
arc deposited on the surface of the other desert vegetation. And this
ground and salt is thereby added td leads to another aspect of the halothe surface layers of the soil. Tqe re- I get<;p problem.
suIt, after several years of halogeton
SAGEBRUSH AND MOTHES
growth, ~s a progressive ', increastf m
soil salinity.
~ ,?T-{lere is good reason to believe
For mo plapts, fhe most deliCate / _that there is more sagebrush today
stage in;; their life is t'tne ne)Vi~ ~(rn- than there was 100 ye.a rs ago in our
inated, seeqling stage. Most seedlings . wesp deserts. At that time there likely
are very sensitive to temp~fature, W<S more grass and such plants as
moi sture! and soil chemistr.y. Few g ai molly. All of these plants comcan grow in high salt concentrations, p.€ e with each other for space, moisand haL9geton is one of the few, as tuf.e , soil nutrients, and sunlight. Any
shown by USDA Agricultural Rewill incre.ase at the expense of
search Service biolooist. Eugene Cron- thp others if they are placed at a comin. The esult is ~hat few, if any , p.¢titi~e disadvantage. Grazing of
plant ~p des can seed into a hare-: • grasses and som~ forbs. by livestock
geton s-~nd and crowd it out. Once/t )S~ems to have filled thiS role. The
,it has ga ned a hold, it may be there iess palatable sagebrush seems to have
i ncreasing soil salinity. ' enefited, and increased in numbers
Sagebrush seems to be having its
problems. , A moth, the larva of which
is calle . the sagebrush defoliator,
feeds o-<~ §agebrush leaves, as the
name i~p~s. In recent years, large
patches of! sagebrush have been dying
Gut, ciprta:Iintly because of the excessive nUl fiers and feeding by the defoliator: " Prior to the arrival of halogeton, df.$lth of a sagebrush patch
woul have been followed by reversion t ~ grass and gray molly, or

HALOGETON

and not evident to casual observation.
Halogeton, like other members ot'
the. chenopod family to which it belon.gs, builds up high concentrations
of salt in its leaves and stems-salt
which it extracts from the soil with
its roots. When the plants die each
year, those salt-laden leaves and stems
MARCH
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Halogeton

It does

FREDERIC H. WAGNE is Associate Dean of
the College of Natural Resources and CoDirector of the Desert Biome.

foliator moth? Have we. somehow
changed the checks and balancessongbirds, lizards, insect predators,
and parasites-so that they can no
17

longer hold the moth population in
check? Weare only beginning to
study the moth and its population
checks. These studies are· showing
that the animal is preyed upon by
numerous parasites and predators, and
we know nothing about their ecology.
It is just this kind
ch
e in the ecosy,ste
ogis' is cone
ab
permanently.
I
provided
th 00
deserts w
r\ s ,k ()
and
er 'na d
which @ ,
prod
!

To. live solely for the present and
clDse Dur eyes. to what happens to
tDmorrow is prodigality in the extreme. It is therefore vitally important
that we expand our understanding of
the functioning of the earth's ecosystems to. the point where we can
predict the effects of our activities
and avoid doing those things that
permanently alter the earth's productive capacity. It is the development
of this understanding and predictive
capacity to which the Desert Biome
research effO'rt Df the International
Biological Program (IBP) is committed.
The IBP is sponsored in the United
States by the National Academy of
Sciences, and financed by Congressional appropriation administered
through the National Science Foundation. Its major effort is devoted to
studying the structure and function of
ecosystems, with the goal of developing the capability for predicting effects
of human perturbation. This effort is
subdivided into five geographic units
called "biomes": the tundra, deciduous forest, coniferous forest, grassland, and desert.
How does this differ from previous
ecolDgical research, and why has it
created such a stir in the scientific
18

community? There are basically two
characteristics to the biome programs
which are new to ecological research.
The first is in the· size and integration
of the venture. If we go back to the
halogeton story, we can ask what
kinds of knO'wledge we would have
needed to predict the lost productivity
of the Lake Bonneville valleys. We
would have had to know something
about soil chemistry, halogeton physiology, responses of vegetation to grazing including substantial knowledge
of plant ecology, response of sagebrush to defoliation, population processes of the. defoliator moth, population checks on the moth, and the
ecological influences affecting those
checks. TO' trace this one sequence of
changes through the system wO'uld
require. knowledge of soil physics,
plant and animal physioJogy and
ecO'logy, range management, and
meteorology. And this is just one
chain of cause-and-effect reactions.
Imagine the whole ecosystem with
scores of plant, bird, and mammalian
species, thous'ands of insect species,
and so on, each interrelated in countless ways. The whole is a network
Df interrelations that exists in bewildering complexity. It could not
possibly be elaborated without the
integrated effort Df many scientists.
This is costly and demands a large
manpower pool.
Fu ing fol:" the biome prDgrams
for th first t ' e in eco gy is adequate t e t e .' plate a fu ecosystem
study.
. ni': red by tiQo.JDgists Dn
the Utah " S a
Univers~'&y
' . us,
the
the Deser ' i e inCDl1 ora~
efforts of
from 18 wes.tern
en , ho exceed
.be ~ t1,l
~,. g together
1
:. ,t~
', a carefully
planned, ela
' e res.arch design.
That design insure
a t eir efforts
and conwill comBI~ent each
tribute goal of
,rstanding
the whO'le de ' rt ecosyste '
I
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COMPUTER SIMULATION
The second thing unique about the
biome approach is in the use of systems analysis or computer simulation.
If we go back to our view that an

ecosystem consists Df thousands of
plant and animal species, all tied together in thousands of different interrelationships along with weather and
soil, it is immediately obvious that the
whole is too complex for the human
mind to comprehend at one time.
To get around this problem, we are
building what are called simulation
models to be handled .. y a computer.
Let us think of the i 'ilividual species
and their . elations iRS as bricks and
mortar, a' ., . the w 0" ' ecosystem as
a wall, I : ," : possibl ~'r each of our
100 plus
'entists M;I.stud
nd describe o~ t~
a fe ' l'hric s. Those
descripti~h 'f.lre maqf in th \ 'form of
mathematiCi~1 equatibns th tell how
the individtl , pec,e perform in the
11f . . tions then go to
system.
compute ,
ho are also bi~'J., ' do the masonry
ologists,
work in f ,- ~1l of the bricks together into
all. The wall is a long
computer p ~gram containing all of
the equations, and which we now caB
a simulation model of the ecosystem .
i

I

If we program into the computer
the water, sO'lar energy, and other inputs into the ecosystem, the computer
will run along, calculating the growth,
births, deaths, seasonal changes, and
other things that take place among
the plants and animals in the system
over a period of time. Now we can
perturb the syste'm by programming
into it the effects of grazing, modifying
the weather, fertilizing, controlling
predators, introducing halogeton, etc.
The computer S.hDUld then tell us the
long-range consequences of such perturbations. And through alternative
land-use patterns, we should be· able
to determine how we· can derive the
greatest, long-range production from
the sYSttem for human welfare. Modeling of the desert ecosystem is being
done on the Utah State UniVersity
campus.

So this is the reason for all the excitement. For the first time in the history of ecO'logy we have sufficient financial resources and the analytical
methods for attempting this most complex problem in all of science. Scientists are working toge.t her as they
(Continued on page 30)
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rHE CHEMICAL PROFILE OF A STREAM •••

The chemistry and geology
of Blacksmith Fork
G.

E.

HART,

EnvirDnmental quality is a major
issue today and we hear much about
the pDllution of streams and lakes.
PDpular attentien generally centers
about tUI1bidity, sewage disposal, and
biologic grewths. By contrast, the
chemical compositiDn Df streamwater,
particularly Df streams arising in natural watersheds where the water is
assumed to' be "pure" , is virtually
ignDred. An interdisciplinary grDup invelving staff and students in FDrestry,
SDils, and Geology Departments has
been bucking the trend. These investigators are trying to understand
how forest cover, seils, and geology
influence the chemistry Df the Blacksmith FDrk drainage, near Logan,
Utah. The study has been supported
by the U.S. Department of Intericr,
Office of Water Resources Research.

A.

R.

SOUTHARD,

J.

S.

and the soil classified. Suction tensiometers were then installed in the
walls of the pit to extract samples of
water from the scil profile. Unfcrtu-

WILLIAMS

nately, the amcunt of water in the
surface .soil profile reached field capacity only during a brief period of
snowmelt runoff. Our data on the

When YDu've analyzed one batch
cf water, you have NOT analyzed
them all. SOl the chemical components Df water within the Blacksmith
FDrk drainage had to' be repeatedly
measured at 'Several stages of the hydrologic cycle. Samples were taken
Df: precipitation (rain and snow)
falling in the 'Open (figure 1), rain
passing
through
tree
canopies
( throughfall) (figure 2) , water in
various soil types, and streamflow
drainage from the study area.

TO' get the necessary information
about water in the soil, pits' were dug

•
G. E. HART is an Al$ociate Profel$or in the
Department of Forest Science.
A. R. SOUTHARD is an Al$ociate Profe$$or in
the Department of Soil Science and Biometeorology.
J. S. WILLIAMS is an Emeritus Profel$or in
the Department of Geology.
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Figure 1.

Samples we're taken of rain and snow falling in open areas.
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chemistry of free water in the soil is
therefore very limited.
Streamflow samples were taken
every 2 weeks from the Blacksmith
Fork river about 7 miles upstream of
Hyrum City Park (figure 3). Over
400 such s'amples have, been analyzed
for sodium, calcium, magnesium, potassium, phosphorus, nitrate nitrogen,
pH, conductivity, and other characteristics by ,the Soil Testing Laboratory at Utah State University.
ENRICHED RAIN

Rain passing through the canopies
(throughfall) of the trees held much

more sodium, calcium, potassium, and
phosphorous than did rain that fell in
the open. And the, throughfall under
D~uglas-fir 'Yas several times more
enriched than that under Rocky
Mountain juniper, probably because
of the greater volume of foliage in
Douglas-fir tre,es. The enrichment
process can be attributed to the dust
trapped by the canopies and to a
leaching of chemicals from the
needles. A graduate student is curently trying to separate the effects of
these proces·ses.
Precipitation arriving from September through March, mostly as
snow, tended to have less than 1 part

per million (ppm) of sodium, calcium, and potassium. But in the
spring and summ'er months, the concentrations rose to roughly 4 to 6
ppm. Higher concentrations were recorded in association with the s·maller
storms, which sugges.ts that these elements were delivered as particulate
dusts rather than as chemically incorporated components of the rainwater. Summer rainfall acts as a
scavenger; that is, the falling rain
cleanses the air of dust. Muoh of the
Blacksmith Fork input from dust may
originate either from salt flats, near
the Great Salt Lake or from soil tillage
and fertilizer application in Cache
Valley.
STABLE STREAMWATER

In contrast to the variable chemical
composition of the predpitation, the
streamrwater was much more uniform
throughout the year (table 1). The
greatest flow occurred in May (15,170 acre-feet), and the concentrations of sodium, calcium, magnesium,
and potassium then averaged 5.3,
49.0, 11.0, and 4.7 ppm, respectively.
In the month of lowest flow, Februa.ry,
the concentrations of these elements
were 3.4, 44.0, 19'.0, and 1.0 ppm,
respectively. Phos.phorus was consistently low (0.1 ppm or les,s ) in
both the rainfall and the streamwater,
while nitrate nitrogen was under 1
ppm in rail1lfal'l and in streamwater
except for a slight increase in nitrates
in late summer rains.
The discrepancy between streamwater and precipitation chemiSitries
suggests a strong buffeTing action on
the stre,am. The predominant elements in streamwater clearly are calcium and magnesium (table 1). The
calculated ratio of calcium to magnesium in the streamwater approaches
the theoretical calcium/ magnesium
ratio for dolomite bedrock formations.

Figure 2.

Ra·in passing through tree canopies also was sampled.
the netting over the funnel to prevent contamination by debris.
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Note

As might be expected, carbonate
formations occupy about 80 percent
of the geologic profile in 't he Blacksmith Fork Canyon. Langston flolomite accounts for about 70 percent of
the oarbonate strata and is the most
UTAH
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widely distributed fonnation in the
canyon. Most of the streamflow
comes from springs that arise in carbonate fmmations; little can be attributed to surface runoff. The similarity of streamwater and dolomite
bedrock, with respect to the oalcium!/
magnesium ratios suggests that the
dolomite formation is the main buffering factor affecting the water chemistry. l1he solvent activity of deeply
percolating waters is the' rna jor pr0cess involved.

Figure 3. Water samples from Blacksmith Fork were taken every 2 weeks
at a point about 7 mile,s upstream from Hyrum, Utah.

Table 1.

Monthly average chemical composition (parts per million) of
streamwa·t er and precipitation in Blacksmith Fork (1970)

Month

Sample

Ja'n.

Precip.
Strealmflow
Predp.
Stre'a mflow
Predp.
Strea!mflow
Precip.
Streamflow
Predp.
Streamflow
Precip.
Stre·a mflow
Precip.
Stre'a mflow
Precip.
Streamflow
Precip.
Streamflow
P'recip.
Streamflow
Precip.
Streamflow
Precip.
Streamflow

Feb.
Mair.
Apr.
May
June
Ju'ly
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.

Nov.
Dec.
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Na

Ca

Mg

K

0.2
3.40.4
3.4

0
40
1.3
44

0.2
18
0.3
19

1.2
1.5
1.0

4.1
1.2
3.8
3.6
5.3
5.2
4.0
3.4
3.4
16.0.
5.2
0.5
3.1
0.3'
2.8
0.2
3.6
0.2
4.8

42
5.9
43
1.1
49
4.9
40
5.2
36
7.2
46
2.2
45
2.0.
43
1.6
30
1.9
38

0

Ph

NOs

0.2
0
0
0,

0.6
1.3
0.7
1.8

NO PREC.lpIITATION

20
0.4
18
0.3
11

0.4
12
0.6
18
0.8
18
0.4
19
0
22
0.3
20
0.4
14

3.9
4.5
5.0
4.8
4.7
4.7
5.0
6.0
5!.9
5.4
10.8
0.2
0'.7

0
0
.1
.1
.1
0
0
0
0
0.
0
.1
0

0.

.1

0.6
0.
0.6

0
.1
0
.1
.1

0

01.4

0.2
0.3

0.2
0.3
0.1
Ol.l

0.2
0..6
0.6
1.9
0.6

1.6
1.0
1.2
1.4
0.4
0..3
1.2
1.5

Under 'Blacksmith "Canyon conditions, ,the chemistry of streamwate'r
appears to ,be relatively insensitive to
precipitation chemistry, type of vegetative cover, or land u.se practices that
affect only the surface soils. If land
use practices that greatly increase surface runoff (such as larg~scale urban
development) were' initiated, rather
larger changes could be expected to
occur in streamlWater chemistry.

NEW ASSOCIATE
AGRICULTURE DEAN
(Continued from page 15)

New York. As assistant director of
research with G.L.F.I., he was in
charge of the Research Grant program to Cornell Unive.rsity, Pennsylvania State University, and Rutgers
University, including over 50 grants
and more than: $200,000 per year.
He joined the faculty of Utah State
University as assistant profeSISor of
agronomy in 1957 and advanced
ste.adily to futi professor of plant science. He also served from 19671971 as technical advisor to Bolivia
under the USU-US AID contract. He
has authored over 45 publications,
and his: Bolivian work has been translated into Spanish for distribution
throughout that country.
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PRAIRIE DOGS .

A Legend in Danger
G.

DONALD

Countless millions of prairie dogs
(Cynomys spp.) once occupied the

western prairies. In fact, the West was
famous for bison, Indians, and prairie
dogs, in that order. It is claimed that
one prairie dog town on the Great
Plains was 250 miles wide and 1,000
miles long; and an estimated 400 million furred citizens populated this single town (Cahalane, 1961). As the
buffalo were shot by the millions, so
prairie dogs were decimated by the
millions. Today only a remnant of
the former population remains, and
they are in widely scattered locations.
Prairie dogs may be classified into
two groups, the blacktails and the
whitetails. These groups are dis,tinguished primarily by the color and
length of their tails. Blacktail prairie
dogs are stocky, with long blacktipped tails. The whitetail species are
more slender and have shorte.r tails,
which are tipped with white. Four
species of prairie dogs occur in the
United States. Three of these, all in
the whitetail group, occur in Utah:
the Whitetail (C. lecurus) in eastern
and northeastern Utah, the Zuni (C.
gunnisoni) in southeastern Utah, and
the Utah prairie dog (C. parvidens)
in southcentral Utah (fig. 1). The
fourth U.S. species is the Blacktail
prairie dog (C. ludovicianus) of the
Great Plains. While much is known of
the blacktail's habits and life history,
relatively little is known about the
three species of whitetails, and particularly little is known about the
Utah prairie dog (fig. 2).
Today prairie dogs are common
primarily in legends. Some p'eople
particularly feel that the numbers of
Utah prairie. dogs are so decimated
that without intervention by man this
species may soon disappear. Others,
however, feel that there are more than
sufficient numbers to perpetuate the
22
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species. To better determine their true
status, the Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, with funds provided by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, initiated a study
in the summer o.f 1970 on the distribution, abundance and ecology of the
Utah prairie dog. This study has provided much needed information concerning Utah's endemic prairie dog
species.
Aecording to Hardy (1937), the
Utah prairie dog formerly occupied
nine Utah counties: Iron, Garfield,
Piute, Kane, Beaver, San Pete, Juab~
Millard , and Sevier. In 1968, a survey conducted by the Bureau of Sport
Fisheries and Wildlife's Utah Division
o.f Wildilfe Services reported that the
species occurred in only five counties:
Wayne, Piute, Garfield, Iron and Sevier. The entire population was estimated at approximately 6,000 animals that occupied about 3,000 acres
of land.
PRESENT DISTRIBUTION

Present distribution of the species
is quite limited. The Utah prairie dog
has three major areas of concentration
in three southcentral Utah counties.
The species also. occurs in several
more-or-less isolated localities. In all,
there are a total of 48 prairie dogtowns in s,ix counties: Garfield, Iron,
Kane, Piute, Sevier, and Wayne. An
additional 54 areas (with 330 dogs)
were recorded as having "trace" activity. The estimated total number of
Utah prairie dogs, 'including trace
areas, is 5,715. Dogtowns covered an
area of 2,355 acres in these six counties. Table 1 presents data on the distribution and abundance of this species by county.

•

G. DONALD COLLIER is a Research Assistant
in the Department of Wildlife Resources.
J. JUAN SPILLETT is an Assistant Professor in
the Department of Wildlife Resources and
Assistant Leader, Utah Cooperative Research
Unit.

SPILLETT

However, only three counties
(Wayne, Garfield, and Iron) have
significant populations. In Wayne
County, prairie dogs are widespread
on the Awapa Plateau. There they
live in a world perhaps little changed
from the days before the whitemen
occupied North America. Golden
eagles frequent this area while in
search of prey. Sage. grouse are abundant, and antelope can often be seen
bounding across the rolling hills.
Iron County contains approximately 38 percent of the Utah prairie dog
population. However, nearly all of
them are on private land and, therefore, in danger of co.ntrol programs.
In fact, based on information gathered
by personal interviews of private landowners, 68 percent of the prairie dog
popUlation in Iron county is scheduled
for poisoning during 1972.
These findings support the feeling
of those who fear the Utah prairie dog
may be in danger of extinction. In
addition, prairie dogs appear to have
been completely eliminated from
Beaver, Millard, San Pete., and Juab
counties. It also appears that without
some type of action this species will
be eliminated from much or al1 of its
remaining habitats.
PUBLIC DISPLAY

Seventeen prairie dogs (11 males
and 6 female.s) were livetrapped at
the Wayne County Airport and donated to the Hogle Zoo, Salt Lake
City, Utah in Augus,t, 1970. Mr. Lamar Farnsworth, zoo director, placed
the prairie dogs in an oval, outdoor
enclosure with plenty of soil and sunshine where they soon became a major
attraction (figure. 3). They have adjusted well to zoo life, so well in fact
that most have become ove·r1y fat
from tidbits tossed to the.m by visitors.
These prairie dogs show little fear of
man, and will often take a treat from
UTAH
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LEGEND
lao Past distribution of Utah
Prairie Dog
lb. Present distribution of
Utah Prairie Dog
2.

Zuni Prairie Dog

3.

White-tailed Prairie Dog

M

Figure 1. Dist'ribution of the three species o'f pra!irie dogs in Utah, modified from Duna1nil (1952): U'tah pra'irie dog
(Cynomys parvidens), la-Ib; Zuni prairie dog (C. gun,n.i soni), 2; and whiteta1iled prai'rie dog (C. leucurus), 3.
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a visitor's fingers. Care is the. rule,
however, because one may accidentally bite a finger along with its food.
Their clown-line behavior and enthusiasm is most interesting. Some
bask in the sunshine like kittens.
Othe·rs stand on their haunches and
bark, while still others c.hase a nearby
fellow or dig in the soil.

PREDATORS

Outside his burrow, enemies of a
prairie dog are plentiful. To live long,
he must always watch for danger.
Typically, after a few seconds of eating or roaming, each prairie dog rears
up on its back feet and takes a careful
view of the entire are·a. Golden eagles

Figure 2.

The Utah prairie dog is found o·nly in six south-central Utah
counties with the ma·in concentration in Wayne, Garfield, and Iron Counties.
It is considered by some to be in danger of extinction.

Table 1.

County

Status of the Utah prairie dog based on data collected during
the sum men of 1970 and 1971.
Utah praire
dogtowns

Acres
inhabited

Wayne
Garfield
Iron
Piute
Sevier
Kane

14 (29%)
14%* (30%)
13 (27%)
5 (11 %)
1 (2%)
%* (1%)

1130.5
603.8
554.5
43.5
16.5
5.7

TOTALS

48

2,354.5

Number of
prairie dogs

Prairie dogs on Total number of
"trace" areas Utah prairie dogs

(48%)
1495 (28%) 165 (50%)
50 (15,%)
(25.5%) 1425 (27%)
(23.5%) 2070 (38%) 105 (32%)
240 (4%)
(2%)
(1 %)
7'0 (1 %)
(0.2%)
85 (2%)
5,385

330

* The "%" results from a single dogtown on the Kane-Garfield County line.
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1660
1475
2175
240
80
85
5,715

and red~tailed hawks often swoop
from above. On the ground, a coyote
or a bobcat may be hiding behind a
bush. The. castle of a prairie dog is
his burrow. In it he is. safe from
hawks, eagles, coyotes, and bobcats
who would enjoy a dinner of a fat
prairie dog.
Even his burrow is not without
danger, however. Badgers often dig
into the burrows to eat the prairie
dogs. Evidence of badger digging was
apparent in nead y all of the Utah
prairie dog towns investigated. In one
large dogtown, approximately twothirds of the burrows had been excavated by badgers. Another dogtown
was believed to have been completely
exterminated by badgers. In August,
1970, a badger (figure 4) was observed for approximately 3 hours excavating some prairie dog burrows
and plugging others. Apparently,
plugging burrow entrances often prevents a prai'rie dog's escape. Badgers
also have been observed plugging burrows of ground squirrels to confine
the prey (Knoph and Balph, 1969).
The prairie dog may not he entirely
defenseles,s against underground predation. Observations of captive animals
by the senior author suggested that
prairie dogs may use more burrow
exits than entrances. If such a behavior pattern exists, chances of escaping a badger might be improved.
Alternate underground escape routes
might prove indispensible, whereas
above ground, speed in escaping to a
single burrow could make the difference between life. and death.
In addition to the badger, another
underground predator is the blackfooted ferret, which is probably the
rarest mammal in North America.
Ferrets live in the. burrows with their
favorite food (prairie dogs). There
are several records of ferrets in Utah
in areas ocoupied by Whitetail and
Zuni prairie dogs. Perhaps during the
present study this species will be revealed for the, first time in the area
occupied by the Utah prairie dog.
UTAH
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CONCLUSIONS

Implications of .this study are much
broader than the survival of a single
species. Aesthetic appeal of the prairie
dog and its animal associates ranks
high in NQrth America. The prairie
dog is one of the most interesting
mammal Slpecies we have. Prakie dogs
receive more attention than bison in
Devil's Tower National Monument.
In Texas, the most visited park in the
state claims its popularity because of
a well managed prairie dog,town. Plans
are presently underway in Iron County to hring public attention to one of
the dogtowns in that are'a.
Not Dnly is the prairie dog an interesting animal, but several interesting animals: are close1ly associated with
it. One closel friend is. the burrowing
Dwl, a !bird about the size Df a prairie
dDg. It is often seen walking Qn a
mound with prairie dogs and going
intD their ·burrows with them. Some
believe that the existence' of this
strange owl, which often occupies
their burrows" is dependent upon the·
existence 'Of the prairie dOig.

I

Finally, prairie dogs are economicaHy important. Although they do eat
grasses:, and will sometimes feed upon
nearby crops: of alfalfa or baa-ley,
many ecologists now believe that
rather than causing poor range conditiDns, prairie dogs merely indicate
pDDr range conditions: which generally
have resulted from overgrazing by
wild or domestic ungulates,. In fact,
prairie dogs cannot survive in Ullgrazed areas with tall grasses. Proper
range management perhaps: is more
effective than control programs in the
regulation of prairie dog numbers.
Certainly mOIre detailed studies of
these rodents: and their role Dn the
grassland of America are needed before we can understand their full impDrtance in range ecology.
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Figure 3. The colony of Utah prairie dogs established in the Hogle Zoo in
Salt· lake City has become a major visito'r a't traction.

Figure 4. The badger is a major predator of the Utah p'rai'rie dog. Badge'r
diggings were evident in almost aN Utah prairie dog towns investigated
during the summer of 1970.
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GUIDE FOR UTAH

Regional climatic planning
E.

ARLO

Due to the wide variation in the climate of the
state caused by the divergence of latitude, elevation ,
and other topographic features , the state has been
divided into seven semi-homogenous climatic regions
or zones. It is recognized that the climate in each
zone may vary considerably from one locality to another, but use of these divi~ions does make it possible
to present in a more manageable form a general review
of the climate of the state and its variability.
While each of these divisions cover rather Large
areas of the state, studies have shown that, in general,
the probabilities given do represent a fair guide to the
variability of weather conditions at most locations

RICHARDSON
within each region. If a more accurate estimate for a
specific locality is desired, these same probabilities .
can be applied to the long term averages for specific
locations within each division. The di~;isions are outlined on the map below.
If the information given in these summaries does
not meet your needs please {eel free to contact the
author who is the National Weather Service Climatologist for Utah stationed at Utah State University , r
Logan, Utah 84322.
Data for the months of January, February, and
March appeared in the December J 97 J issue of Utah
Science.
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Figure 1.
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)
Map of Utah showing climatic divisions.

While spring astronomically arrives
about the 21 sol of March in the intermountain area, plants in most of Utah
do not recognize the calendar and
prefer to await the more recognizable
weather of April before brightening
the landscape. The average date of
the last 32-degree temperature. in the ·
spring is about the last day of March
in Utah's Dixie but this average date
becomes progress,ively later as. one
moves northward. By the end of
April, most of the warmer areas of
western Utah are normally free of
frost.
The charaoter of the precipitation
changes from snow to rain in the valleys but snow continues in the higher
mountains during most of the month.
April is the wettest month of the ye·a r
in north central Utah but in the
squthwestern half of the state the
average monthly accumulation of precipitation begins to decrease from the
winter maximum. Storm tracks which
normally reach their furtherest southward point during late winter now
take a more northerly trajectory.
Measureable precipitation can be

•
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expected during 6 to 9 days over most
of the state. The. greatest 24-hour
accumulation for the month (3.30
inches) occurred at Tremonton 0'n
April 11, 1914. Tempera{ures have
ranged from a high of 98 degrees at
Saint George on the 25th in 1898 to
a low of -19 at Strawberry East Portal
on the 4th in 1917. Damaging winds
are more frequent in Utah during this
month than any other. Nineteen percent of the cases reported during the
last 20 years occurred during April.
MAY

Normally, May weather is mjld and
beautiful. The month receives between 70 and 80 percent of the poss. ible sunshine, except in the mountains
and Uinta Basin where cloudiness reduces the incident radiation to about
60 percent. In general, measureable
moisture will be recorded during 5
to 7 of the 31 days. Much of the
moisture received is the result of stagnating upper level low pressure systems which are more frequent in the
western United States during this
month than any other. The accumu-

lated moisture is usually sufficient to
reduce the dust but it is not one of
the wetter months of the year. The
gre3test 24 hour pre.cipitation ever recorded in the state during May was
3.00 inches at Silver Lake, Brighton
on the 19th in 1957.

JUNE

June may be a ~onth for lovers
and weddings in Utah, but it can be
a most turbulent month insofar as the
weather is cDncerned. Thirty percent
of Utah's documented tornadoes
touched down during June, and 45
percent of the reported funnel clouds
were observed. The fastest wind gust
ever recorded at the Salt Lake Airport, 94 miles per hour, occurred Dn
June 3, 1963.
Aside from the occasional unstable
nature of the atmosphere, June also
can be a very pleasant month. Measureable precipitation, on the average ,
cccurs only 5 days out of the month
and the sun shines about 2 percent
more than it does during May. The
greatest 24-hour precipitation for the
month, 3.80 inches, was measured at
Monticello on the 28th in 1910. In
northwestern Utah, there is less
chance of moisture during the. last
week of June and the first few days of
July than any other part of the year.
Average tenlperatures range from
(Continued on page 36)

Over most of the state, temperatures normally range from the low 70s
in the afternoon to near 40 in the
early morning. On rare occasions, the
m:!rcury may rise into the 90s and just
as infrequently drop into the 20s. The
highest maximum for the month (108
degrees) was recorded at Saint
Gecrge on the 31 st in 1910. By contrast, the mercury dropped to 2 degrees at Blacksmith's Fork on the 6th
in 1917.
May is quite a windy month.
Records at the Salt Lake City Airport averaged for a 41 year period,
reveal that the wind averages 9.3
miles per hour. Fourteen percent of
the cases of damaging winds reported
during the last 20 years occurred during this month and 20 percent of the
states documented tDrnadoes.

DIVISION TEMPERATURE DATA
Div#
no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Avg
max

62
75
62
62
56
63
66

Avg
min

34
43
37
31
27
31
36

Avg
temp

Avg
range

29
3,2
26
31
29
32
31

48
59
49
46
41
47
51

Hi
max

92
98
89
90
85
90
97

Low
min

0
18
0
-5
-19
0
-1

Probability ( ~o ) avg temp will be
within given degrees of normal

Avg days
32 min
or less

16
2
11

18
24
19
13

±1 ~

±2°

27
21
24
25
25
27
26

50
42
46
47
48
50
49

±3~

±4 ~

69
59
64
65
67
69
68

82
73
78
79
80
83
82

±5°

91
83
87
88
90
91
91

DIVISION PRECIPITATION DATA

Div#
no.

2
3
4
5
6
7

Mean
pcpn

.9
.9
1.9
1.1
1.7
.7

.6

Greatest
monthly

2.6
3.6
3.8
2.6
3.9
1.7
2:0

Least
monthly

.2

*
.4
.2
.4
.1

*

Avg
snowfall

Avg
days
meas
pcpn

Est ~o
sunshine

2
.3
3
2
16
1
.3

6
4
8
7
9
7
6

65
72
60
68
58
61
70

\

Expected pcpn amounh {inches}
for selected probabilities
10 ~o

1.5
1.8
3.0
1.8
2.8
1.3
1.2

20~o

50%

80%

90~o

1.3
1.5
2.6
1.5
2.4
1.1
1.0

.9
.9
1.9
1.1
1.7

.5
.2
1.2
.6
1.1
.3
.3

.3

.7

.6

*
.8

.4
.7

.2
.1

#Div No.1-Western, 2-Dixie, 3-North Central, 4-South Central, 5-Northern Mountains, 6-Uinta Basin, 7-South
East
* less than 0.5 inches
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DIVISION TEMPERATURE DATA
Div#
no.

Avg
max

Avg
min

1

72

41

2

84

3

72

51
42

4
5

71
66
73
76

6

7

39
34

39
44

Avg
temp

Avg
range

Hi
max

57
67
57
55
50
56
60

3'0
34

103
108

30
32
32
34
32

low
min

10

1
8

97

25
16

10'3

4

93

2
12
14

97

104

Avg days
90 max
or more

Probability (% ) avg temp will be
within given degrees of no.r mal

1
2

26
25
24
27

1

27

3

28

28

49
48
46
52
53
51
52

67
67
64
71
72
70
71

90
89
87
92

81

80
78
84
85
84
84

93
92
92

DIVISION PRECIPITATION DATA

Div#
no.

2
3
4
5

6
7

Mean
pcpn

Greatest
monthly

.9
.5
1.6
.9
1.4
.7
.6

2.3
1.6

least
monthly

Avg
snowfall

Avg
days
meas
pcpn

.1

1

7

74

2

3

80

3.9

*
.1

*

7

2. 1
3.3
2.1
1.9

.1
.3
.1
.1

70
70

5
9
7
5

5

*

Expected pcpn amounts (inches)
for selected probabilities

Est '10
sunshine

59

60
70

50%

1.6
1.2

2.8
1.6
2.4
1.3
1.1

1.3
1.0
2.4
1.4
2.1
1.1
.9

.9
.5
1.6
.9
1.4
.7
.6

.2

.5
.1
.8
.5
.8
.3
.2

*
.4
.2
.5
.1
.1

# Div No.1-Western, 2-Dixie, 3-North Central, 4-South Central, 5-Northern Mountains, 6-Uinta Basin, 7-South
East

* less thon .05 inches

DIVISION TEMPERATURE DATA
Div#
no.

1

2

Avg
max

Avg
min

81
94

59

65
76

51
45
40
45
52

63
57
64
69

3

82

4

81
75

5
6
7

83
86

49

Avg
temp

Avg
range

Hi
max

low
min

33

107
116
109
107
103
10'6
113

20
35
17
17

3'6
31
35
35

66

38
34

10
21
2'2

Probability (%) avg temp will be
within given degrees of normal

Avg days
90 max
or morc

28

10
24
6
6
1

29
26
29
31
32
32

8

14

53
55
50
56
57
59

59

72
74
68
75
77
79
79

93

85
86

94
91
94

82
87
89
90
90

9,5

96
96

DIVISION PRECIPITATION DAtA

Div#
no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Mean
pcpn

.7
.4
1.3
.7
1.3
.8
.5

Greatest
monthly

2.4
1.5
3.4
1.8
3.1
2.5
1.6

least
monthly

*
0

*
0
.1

*
0

Avg
snowfall

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Expected pcpn amounts (inches)
for selected probabilities

Avg
days
meas
pcpn

Est %
sunshine

5
2

76
82

1.5

5
5
7
5

72

78
62
72

5

80

2.6
1.4
2.5
1.7
1.1

20%

.8

1.2
.7
2.1
1.2
2.1
1.4
.9

.7
.4
1.3
.7
1.3

.8
.5

.3
.1

*

o

.4

*

.2

o

.5

.1

.2
.1

o

*

# Div No.1-Western, 2-Dixie, 3-North Central, 4-South Central, 5-Northern Mountains, 6-Uinta Basin, 7-South
:ast
It less than .05 inches
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SUBATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE STORAGE
OF FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Our suJb~atmospheric pressure storage of fresh fruits and vegetables used
apparatus consisting of storage containe,rs in constant temperature chamber, vacuum pump system for obtaining desired level of vacuum, 'and
sweeping gas system with a humidifier
, (figure 1). The humidity was maintained at 90-95 percent R.H. and
temperature depending upon the commodity under investigation.
TOMATOES

Tomatoes (cv: Michigan-Ohio hybrid) were obtained from a commercial greenhouse and separated for

•
M. T. WU was a Post Doctoral Fellow in the
Department of Nutrition and Food Science,
now at the Department of Food Science, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.
D. K. SALUNKHE is a Professor in the Department of Nutrition and Food Science

uniform maturity by the specific gravity method using ethyl alcohol solutions of various concentrations. The
'green wrap' tomatoes that sank in
35 percent ethanol and floated in 25
percent ethanDI were used for the experiment. There were three subatmosphe.ric pressure tre,atments (471
mm Hg, 278 rom, Hg, and 10'2 mm
Hg) and one control (646 mm Hg,
the atmospheric pressure at Utah
State University, Logan, Utah). Th,e
fruits were stDred at 55 ° F. That is
the lowest storage temperature that
can be used for 'green wrap' tom'atoes
without causing chilling injury. A
numerical value for color (1 =green,
2=breaker to' just starting to' color,
3=pink, and 4=red) was assigned
for each fruit in a given sample' at
each observation period. The dpening coefficient was calculated as follows:

•

Q

•

,

"

_

Rlpvmng coefflclent -

Total score for a sample
N 0.0 f f rultS
. . h
1
ill t e samp e

APRICOTS

Apricots (cv: Large Early Montgarnet) were obtained from Utah State
University Orchard in Pleasant View,
Utah. Firmness was determined by
a Magness-Taylor pressure tester having a 5/16 inch plunger on both
cheeks of the fleshy pericarp (exocarp and mesocarp) of 5 fruits from
each treatment. Apricot fruits with
firmness of 12.8 pounds pressure were
used for the. experiment. Fruits received the same vacuum treatment as
with 'green wrap'tomatoes except the
storage temperature was 32°F at 90
to 95 percent R.H. Fruits were
sampled periodicaUy for firmness and
other ripening parameters.

[]J

®

®

...................................................................................................................

Figure 1. Apparatus for storage of fruits at the sub-atmospheric pressures. A: Nitrogen, B: Oxygen, C: Mixer,
0: Humidifier, E: Constant temperature chamber, F: Storage container with 471 mm Hg p'r essure, G: Storage container with 278 mm Hg pressure, H: Storage container with 102 mm Hg pressure, I: Storage container with 646
mm Hg (atmospheric pressure CJIt USU), J: Vacuum pump, K: Temperature recorder, L: Thermocouple, M: Vacuum
gauge.
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SWEET CHERRIES

Sweet cherries (cv: Bing) were obtained from the USU orchard in
Pleasant View. The fruits were harvested with the green pedicels intact,
and red, firm-ripe cherries of the same
maturity without injuries were used.
The same treatment conditions applied to tomatoes and apricots were
applied to sweet cherries. The fruits
were stDred at 32 0 F and 90-95 presentR.H.

4
I

,i/
,

Sub-atmospheric pressure trea·tments inhibited the ripening of apricot fruits (figure 4 and table 1).
Firmness and the rate of ripening in
apricot fruits decreased faster in control (646 mm Hg) than in sub-atmospheric (471 mm Hg, 278 mm Hg, and
107 mm Hg) stored fruits. The lower
the atmospheric pressure, the longer
the fruits retained their firmness. In
addition the treatments restored the
green color of the fruits even after 30
days of storage at 32 0 F and 90-95
percent R.H.
The natural bright red oolDr was
retained fairly well in the sub-atmospheric pressure stored sweet cherries
for up to 60 days. The pedicels of
the treated fruits weTe still green,
while those of the untreated control
fruits turned brown, and were dried
and moldy (table 1).
30
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Results
under subatmospheric
pressure treatment, control (646 mm
Hg) tomatoes ripened at 25 days
after stDrage (figure 2). Treatment
of 471 mm Hg extended the storage
life for additional 15 days beyond the
control. Fruits did not ripen even
after 60 days under 278 mm Hg or
102 mm Hg pressure. After 30 days
of storage, some of the fruits treated
with 278 mm Hg and 102 mm Hg
were transferred to 70 0 F chamber
and they ripened normally without
any injury. These tomatoes, however,
took less time to ripen than did 'green
wrap' tomatoes. As shown (figure 3),
subatmospheric pressure storage significantly inhibits the ripening Df
'green wrap' tDmatoes.

I

~~-=~_____)~__'-__~~____~~/__

-A

Ethre1 1,000 ppm

o

10

30

20

40

50

60

DAXS S'l'Oi !\G-E

Figure 2. Effects of sub-atmospheric pressure storage on the ripening of
green wrap tomatoes. Ripening coefficient - 1: green; 2: breaker; 3: pink;
4: red.

Figure 3.
Inhibition of tomato ripening by the sub-atmospheric treatments.
1: control - 646 mm Hg, 2: 471 mm Hg, 3: 278 mm Hg, 4: 102 mm Hg. The
picture was taken 25 days after sto'r age. Note tomato fruits sto'red under
lower atmosphere conditions are green.

DESERT BlOME
(Continued from page 18)

never have before. And there is a
sense of urgency in the undertaking
be.cause more and more reports are
appearing in the news media about

how much longer we can continue to
exploit and despoil at our present
rate. Time seems to be running out
and decisions will need to be made
soon. Those decisions will need to' be
made from a solid base Df knowledge ,
UTAH
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Figure 4.
apricots.

Effects of sub-atmospheric pressure storage on the ripening of

Table 1.

Percent marketable fruits after 60 days storage at various subatmospheric pressures at 32 ° F and 90 - 95% relative humidity.

%

Atmosphe.ric
pressure
(mm Hg)

Fruit

Apricots
(la'rge Early
Montgamet)

646 (Control)
471
278

, Sweet Cherries
(Bing)

646 (Co'ntrol)

Marketable
fruits

16
53
70
78
36

l02
471
278

80

102

94

85

Normal

COMPARISON Of THE EFFECTS OF
DIFFERENT STORAGE CONDITIONS
ON THE RIPENING BEHAVIOR AND
RESPIRATORY RATE OF
TOMATO FRUITS

Remarks

Soft, moldy
Firm, yellow
Firm, green
Firm, green
Discolora,t ion,
da,rk, and moldy
Bright red
Sright red,
green pedicels
Bright red,
green pedicels

Controlled 582 mm

Figure 5 shows the respiration rate
and ripening behaviDr of tomatoes
under different storage conditions.
The tomato has a relatively IDW rate
of respiration and especially low rate
of ethylene production. The, rate of
respiration decreases when immature
green tomato turns into. 'green wrap'
tomato. The treatment of tomatoes
with ethylene or Ethrel at this stage
accelerates their ripening. Ethylene
has no effect on the ripening of tomatoes beyond this stage. Controlled
atmosphere (low Dxygen concentration storage) delays the ripening Df
the tomato. fruit. Sub-atmospheric
pres-sure. treatments are more effective toward this end, especially under
the higher levels of vacuum. Ethrel
dip of green tomatoes held for 60
days in sub-atmosphe.ric storage accelerated ripening.
In conclusiDn, sub - atmospheric
pressure storage: seems to be the superior way to extend the storage life
of fruits when compared with other
methods currently used. However,
many problems such as determination
of optimum pressure, optimum relative humidity, and preferred composition of sweeping gas remain to be
solved.

Eture1
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Ethre1
treated

1000 ppm

100.9. ppm

....
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Figure 5.
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Respiratory rote and ripening behavior of tomatoes under different storage conditions.
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FROM 1899 TO 1972

SOIL CLASSIFICATION
AND MAPPING IN UTAH
L eM 0 Y NEW I L SON

The standard soil survey report is
a comprehensive document of soils
information and soil maps. The report has special sectiOlns for different
groups of readers. Farmers and ranchers can learn about the use and m'anagement of the soils by reading the
descriptions of the soils and of the
capability grDups and , "range sites.
Community planners and Olthers concerned with suburban development
can read about the soil properties that
affeot the choice of homesites, industrial sites, schools, and parks in the
sectiDn: "Use of the Soils in Community Development." Engineers and
builders will find under "Engineering Applioations" tables that give engineering descriptions of the soils in
the area and list soil features that
affect engineering practices and structures.
Scientists ,a nd Dthers can read about
how the soils were formed and how
they are dassified in the section
"Formation, MorphDlogy, and Clas'sification of Soils."
Students, teachers, and others will
find information about soils and their
management in various parts of the
text. Newcomers to' an are·a may ' be
especially inte1re·sted in ·t he sectiDn
"General SoilMap", where ·b.r.oad patterns of 'soils are described. they may
also be interested in the section "Additional Facts About The Area."
The Soil Survey published reports
are for sale by the Superintendent of

•
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Professor in the Depart,...",t of Soils and Biometeorology.
ALVIN R. SOUTHARD is an Associate Professor
in the Department of Soil Science and Biometeorology.
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Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Wa~hington D.C. 20402.
Tohey are alsO' available at the Bulletin
Room of the Utah Agricultural Experiment StatiDn at USU and at the
State Office of the Soil Conservat.ion
Service in the Federal Building 125
South State Street, Salt Lake City.
SOME HISTORY

During the summer Df 1899,
pioneer work in SOlil mapping began
in the United States. That same summer, soil classification began in Utah.
The first soil maps were made in
Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, and
CDnnecticu t.
The Soil Mapping Program has
been conducted from the very begin-

Table 1.

Date of field work

Salt Lake Valley
Weber County
Sevier Valley
Provo Area
Bea'r Valley
The Delta Area
The Ashley Valley
The Uintah River Valley

Publication date

1899
190.0.
190.0.
190.3
1913
1919
1920.
1921

1899
190."0190.0.'
1904
1915
1922
1924
1925

Areas and publication dates of soil surveys conducted from 1934
to 1952

Area name

The
The
The
The
The
The

ning by the State Agriculture Expe:riment Stations in cooperation with the
United States Department of Agriculture. The Soil Survey Reports
have been published by the U.S. Government Printing Office, since that
time.
The soil maps made from 1899 to
1904 and in 1913 are mainly of historical value. They welre piDne,ering
efforts made by men with no previous
training in this kind of work, and at
that time there was no place where
training in soil classification and mapping could be acquired.
The soil maps made from 1919 to
1921 (reports published 1922 to
1925) were somewhat better as they
incorporated the increased knowledge
and experience Olf soil scientists, but

Areas and dates of fieldwork publication of solis reports in Utah,
1899·1925

Area name

Table 2.

SO UT H A R 0

Price River Area
Vi·rgin River Area
Salt Lake Area
Richfield Area
Roosevelt-Duchesne Area
East Millard Area

Publication date

1939
1942
1946
1958
1959
1959
UTAH
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they were still rough reconnaisanc,e
surveys made at a small mapping
scale.
The early soil /mapping program. in
Utah was sporadic and suffered from
long periods of inJactivity. From 1905
to 1912, 1914 to 1918, and 1921 to
1933 no soil mapping was· accomplished in the state.

basic soil maps and reports that
could provide a firm base for various
interpretive needs.

Federal soil mapping agencies with
.the Soil Conservation Service in 1952,
a concerted effort was made to improve the quality of the soil maps and
reports. This became necessary because of the urgent need for good

Some areas whe,re mapping was
completed previous to 1952 were

Table 1 lists the names of the area
and dates of field work and publication of the reports published from
1899 to 1925.

In )1

MAPPING IN PROGRESS

I~~:~~~I MAPPING

Most of tIhese reports are out of
print and are available only in Hmited
, numbevs: from ,t he Utah Agricultural
Expe·n.ment Station or they oan be
found in public libraries.

I::::J

MAPPING· - 1934 TO 1952

PUBLISHED

TOOELE
UINTAH

In 1934, the mapping of Utah soils
resumed', centered in the Price area.
Following It he establishment of the
SOtil Conservation Se·rvice in 1935, a
gready accelerated program of soil
mapping wasS/tarted and has continued without interruption. Between
1935 and 1952, the state cooperated
with .two separate federal agencies
(SCS and Bureau of Soils). In 1952,
the two agencies were combined and
the soil survey activities' were transferred to the Soil Conservation Service.
11he soil mapping during t1h e 193452 period was· generally much improved over the earlier work. The
maps were made by soil scientists
trained for this. type of work. The
mapping was (1) more detailed; (2)
improved larger scale base m·aps were
used, many of them aerial photographs; (3) the reports contained
more information about the soils;
and (4) more men were available to
carry out the work.

Following the consolidation of the
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In Progress
West Boxelder
Morgan-Summit
Juab-Utah
Sevier
Cedar

The areas completed during this
period and 'tIhe publication dates are
shown in table 2.

STANDARD SOil SURVEY

COMPLETED

Completed
*Cache
*Wasatch
*Salt Lake
Sanpete
*East
Monument

*East Boxelder
*Kamas
Delta
Washington
Paunsaugunt

Published
Davis-Weber
Carbon-Emery
Beryl Enterprise
San Juan
Aneth
Central Utah

*Manuscript Prepared

Figure 1.

Map of Utah showing the different stages of soil mapping and

reporting.
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carefully field checked, correlation
SDil samples. were collected, and the
reports were rewritten tD conform to
standards of the. Standard Soil Survey.
An example 'Of the· soil dassificatiDn and mapping program in the
United States ha,s made gre,at technical progress in the 70-year period of
its operation. This is reflected in the
mapping and classification of the soils
in the Salt Lake Are,a. This are·a was
first mapped in 1899, rem·a pped fr'Om
1934 tD 1936 (repDrt issued in 1946)
and a third remapping was recently
completed and is awaiting publication.
In the first repDrt 'Only three soH
series were recognized, mapped, and
described. Seventeen soil series are
described in the 1946 report and in
the recently completed mapping, 29
series are described for the same are·a.
The status of the· Standard Soil
Survey is ~hown in figure 1. This map
ShDWS (1) the locatiDn of areas where
Standard S:Jil Survey repDrts have
been published; (2) the areas where
the mappin.g is complete and the reports are ready fDr publication; and
(3) arelas where mappin.g is presently
underway. Five. area reports have
been published, 12 more are,as have
been completed and the repDrts and
maps have been submitted to the
GDvernment Printing Office for publication.
PUBLICATION PROBLEMS

The large increase in the number
'Of SDil Surveyers after the establishment 'Of the Soil Conservation Service
naturally reiSulted in an increase in
sDil mapping.
Problems in soil correlatiDn and
publioation followed. The time' interval between field work and publication 'Of the maps and repDrts became inoreasingly longer, because
publicatiDns facilities and procedures
were not increased sufficiently to keep
up with the volume. 'Of repDrts submitted.
The early surveys were published
the year after completion of the field
work. By 1944 when the Richfield
report was submitted for publicatiDn,
34

hDwever, it was not published until
1958, a lag of 14 years. While some
improvement in the publ,ication process has been made in recent years,
.the back log of unpublished reports is
still large.
FEDERAL LANDS

The soil mapping program of the
Soil CDnservation Service and the
Utah Agricultural Experiment StatiDn has been confined mainly tD privately owned and some state owned
lands. Recognizing the needs for soils
information Dn federal forest lands,
the U.S. Forest Service initiated a
soil survey program in 1958. The
mapping and dassification of the
soils was dO'ne by FDrest Service Soil
scientists in cooperation with the
Soil CO'nservation Service and the
Utah Agricultural Experiment StatiDn, which had the re.3ponsibility fDr
soil correlation and sDil laboratory
work.
During the summer O'f 1958, a
reconnaissance soil survey was started
in the American Fork watershed 'Of
the Uinta National FO're,st. In 1959,
soil mapping was initiated 'On the
Kamas Ranger District of the Wasatch
National Forest. Presently there are
two U.S. Forest areas that have been
mapped and the manuscripts are
ready fDr publication: (1) the· Kamas
Area and (2) the Pauns1a ugunt Area.
PrDcedures and dates fDr publicatiDn
are presently being reviewed by the
Washington Office of the U.S. Fore·st
Service.
Soils classificatiDn and mapping on
Indian Reservation lands has been in
progreSiS f'Or many years by the Bureau
of Indian Affairs soil scient,ists, but
prDgressive· mapping on large blocks
'Of land under cooperative. arrangements with the Soil CDnservatiDn
Service and the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station started about 1963
on the Navajo Indian Reservation.
The Reservation was divided into
two areas: ( 1) the Aneth Area in
extreme southeastern Utah and (2)
the Monument Are.a, covering MDnument V alley and adjacent areas.

The mapping of the Aneth Area
was cDmplelted in 1968 and special
soil repDrt was published in 1970.
Mapping of the Monument Are.a has
been completed and a special .sO'ils repDrt is being prepared.

a

STATE SOIL MAP

The need for a generalized soil map
of the entire state has long been recognized. A majO'r problem in developing such a map has in the past been
the lack 'Of soils infO'rmation in the
extensive western desert valleys and
also in the desert areas of elastern
Utah. Reconnaissance surveys of the·se
areas were first made between 1960
and 1962 and the first r.econnaissance
map was included in a report of the
Soils of Western United States published in 1964. It was -realized that a
much more detailed map of the s'tate
was n.eeded. A soils mapping program
was carried out to' fill the need between 1964 a.nd 1970 O'n lands where
little soil informatiDn was available.
The soil association map is now completed and is ready to' be published.

WILDLIFE NOTES
The archerfish knocks down the
insects it eats by squirting water
from its mouth like a living water
pistol.

•

The male fiddler crab has one
very large claw which is used to
signal females.

•

Pursued foxes have been known
to leap on the. back of a sheep and
ride for some distance in an attempt
to' break the scent left by the glands
on the feet.

•

The leopard often drags its kill
up into a tree for safekeeping.

•

A male deer rarely places his
hind foot precisely in the. print
made by a forefoot. The female,
on the other hand, always covers
her prints exactly as though the
tracks had been made by a twolegged animal.

•

The puma is also. knDwn as the
cDugar, painter, catamDunt and
mDuntain liDn.
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the low 80s during the daytime to
near 50 at night. The highest temperature ever recorded in the state (116
degrees) was reported at Saint George
on the 28th in 1892. The lowest
temperature for the month (10 degrees) occurred at Blacksmith's Fork
on the 1st in 1919. Most sections of
the state record occasional 100-degree
maximum temperatures during the
month and except for the mountains,
temperatures of 90 degrees or higher
can be expected on 6 '10 14 days. On
rare occasions, minimum temperatures drop below freezing in all bu t
the warmest areas.
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